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 Abstract

This thesis demonstrates the feasibility of methods developed to increase the quality of the

crescent bond together with the tail bond quality. Low pull force of the crescent bond limits the

usage of insulated Au wire in microelectronics assembly. Premature break of the tail which results

in the stoppage of the bonding machine is one of obstacles to overcome for Cu wire. The primary

focus of this thesis is to understand the tail and crescent bonding process and then to propose

methodologies to improve thermosonic wire bonding processes when Cu and insulated Au wires

are used. 

Several series of experiments to investigate the crescent and tail bonding processes are per-

formed on auto bonders. Cu and insulated Au wires with diameters of 25µm are bonded on the

diepads of Ag leadframes. For simplicity, wire loops are oriented perpendicular to the ultrasonic

direction.

It was found that the crescent bond breaking force by pulling the wire loop (pull force) with

insulated Au wire is about 80 % of that of bare Au wire. A modification of the crescent bonding

process is made to increase the pull force with insulated Au wire. In the modified process, an

insulation layer removing stage (cleaning stage) is inserted before the bonding stage. The cleaning

stage consists of a scratching motion (shift) toward to the ball bond in combination with ultra-

sound. Bonds are then made on the fresh diepad with the insulation removed from the contact sur-

face of the insulated Au wire. This process increases the pull force of the crescent bond up to 26%

which makes it comparable to the results obtained with bare Au wire. 
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An online tail breaking force measurement method is developed with a proximity sensor

between wire clamp and horn. Detailed understanding of tail bond formation is achieved by

studying tail bond imprints with scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive x-ray analy-

sis. Descriptions are given of the dependence of the tail breaking force on the bonding parameters,

metallization variation, and cleanliness of the bond pad. Simultaneous optimization with pull

force and tail breaking force can optimize the Cu wire bonding process both with high quality and

robustness. It is recommended to first carry out conventional pull force optimization followed by

a minimization of the bonding force parameter to the lowest value still fulfilling the pull force cpk

requirement. The tail bond forms not only under the capillary chamfer, but also under the capil-

lary hole. The tail breaking force includes both the interfacial bond breaking strength and the

breaking strength of the thinned portion of the wire that will remain at the substrate as residue.

Close investigations of the tail bond imprint with scanning electron microscopy indicate the

presence of fractures of the substrate indicating substrate material being picked up by Cu wire tail.

Pick up is found on Au and Cu wires, but the amount of pick up is much larger on Cu wire. The

effect on the hardness of the subsequently formed Cu free air ball (FAB) as investigated with

scanning electron microscopy and micro - hardness test shows that Cu FABs containing Au and

Ag pick ups are softer than those without pick up. However, the hardness varies significantly

more with Au pick up. The amount of Au pick up is estimated higher than 0.03 % of the subse-

quently formed FAB volume, exceeding typical impurity and dopant concentrations (0.01 %)

added during manufacturing of the wire. 
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Chapter 1   Introduction

In the last three decades impressive progress in microelectronics has generated enormous

computational power and storage capacity with ever decreasing cost per function [1]. It has led to

numerous challenges specially in computing, telecommunication, and consumer devices, driving

the microelectronics industry. Microelectronic devices contain many electrical components such

as transistors, intergrated circuit chips, diodes, and capacitors. These components need to be inter-

connected to each other in order to receive power and receive/transmit signals. Interconnection

technologies mainly include wire bonding, tape automated bonding (TAB), and flip chip bonding.

About 90 % of IC packaging used wire bonding in 2006 [2] due to its high flexibility, low defect

rates, high reliability, very large industry infrastructure, and rapid advances in equipment, tools,

and materials technology [3]. The market share of wire bonding in 2010 will still be more than

85 %, and in turn 192.2 billion wire bonded units will be made [2]. The assembly cost for wire

bond in large die size (17 mm by 17 mm) is 30 % cheaper than that with flip chip connection [2]. 

With demands for high integration and scale - down in recent IC packages and reduction of

wire diameter and increased looping and layout complexity, methods need to be found to accom-

modate these trends since current bonding wire material has physical limitations. One is to replace

bare Au wire with Cu and/or insulated Au wires. The industry is currently trying to implement

these changes in the thermosonic wire bonding process. 

Thinner diameter Cu wire can be used to obtain the same electrical properties compared to

thicker Au wire due to the lower electrical resistivity [4], and higher wire tensile strength and

stiffness of Cu [5]. Insulated Au wire can prohibit neighboring wires from short circuiting due to
1



the insulation layer deposited on Au wire [6, 7]. This insulation layer allows more interconnection

per unit area at the chip level and reduces pad and looping limitations. 

However, due to the additional layers of foreign material on the wire surface, i.e. oxide

layer on Cu and insulation layer on Au wire, respectively, the characteristics of the crescent bond-

ing process are different. There is a lack of quantitative understanding of the crescent bonding

process using Cu and insulated Au wires. Advanced crescent bonding process specifications to

improve crescent bond quality (strength) does not exist. Further, understanding of the tail bond

which is formed together with the crescent bond is lacking. Once the effects of the additional sur-

face layers (Oxide and insulation layers) are better understood, new materials combinations, cost

effectiveness, and/or productivity may be realized in thermosonic wire bonding. 

Therefore, Copper and insulated Au wires are used in this study. They allow both develop-

ment of crescent bonding processes for copper and insulated Au wires, and this also facilitates an

understanding of the tail bonding process and its effect on the ball bonding process
2



1.1 Objectives

This study is performed to gain fundamental understandings of crescent and tail bond pro-

cesses and their interactions with different bonding wire materials. With the knowledge obtained

from those two processes, quality improvement in the crescent bonding process is to be assessed.

Further, the effects of tail bond on the ball bonding process are to be clarified. To this end, the fol-

lowing tasks are undertaken.

(a) Guidelines developed to improve initial quality of crescent bonds (Insulated Au

wire)

(b) Guidelines developed for optimization of the crescent bond process (Cu wire)

(c) Investigation of tail bond formation by carrying out a bond imprint study

(d) Investigation of the influence of substrate material pick up on FAB formation
3



1.2 Thesis Organization

This work is focused on wire bonding processes based on crescent and tail bond principles.

Chapter 1 introduces an overview of thermosonic wire bonding technology. Recent issues in wire

bonding are to be assessed. Objectives and organization of this thesis are addressed. Online tail

breaking force (TBF) measurement method for tail bond strength measurement is developed [8]

and calibrated in Chapter 2. Preliminary comparison of bonding wires are performed. Chapter 3

develops enhancement of crescent bonding quality using an advanced bonding process (cleaning

stage process) when insulated Au wire is used [9]. Influence of bonding parameters on insulation

removal is discussed. A new concept for the optimization of the crescent bonding process with Cu

wire [10] is addressed in Chapter 4. Fundamental understanding of tail bond formation is devel-

oped using a tail bond imprint study. Influences of substrate materials picked up by wire tail on

free air ball (FAB) formation [11, 12] are explored in Chapter 5.
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1.3 Process Description

Wire bonding is an electronic packaging process which provides electrical connection

between chip and substrates with fine wires. It has been widely used for the first level intercon-

nection since thermocompression wedge and ball bonding for microelectronics was developed by

Bell Laboratories in 1957 [3]. Ultrasonic wedge bonding was introduced to the microelectronics

industry about 1960 and became dominant in device production. Concoulas [3] first combined

ultrasonic energy with heat to produce thermosonic bonding in 1970. Improvements specially in

bonding machines, bonding wire, and capillaries have been taking place since. 

Wire bonding uses thin gold, aluminum, or copper wires which are bonded first to the chip

metallization and then to the substrate or leadframe metallization. Wire bonding technologies are

categorized as thermocompression, ultrasonic, or thermosonic bond depending on the forms of

energy applied. More than 95% of all wire bonds are made with thermosonic ball bonding. The

thermosonic ball bonding process uses a combination of heat, bonding force, and ultrasonic

energy to make a weld at each end of the wire, applied with a needle - like disposable tool called a

capillary. 

The thermosonic ball bonding process steps are illustrated in Figs. 1.1 (a) - (e). A high -

voltage electrical - flame -off (EFO) is applied between wire and an electrode causing the wire to

be molten and resolidified, resulting in formation of a ball because of the surface tension of the

molten metal [Fig. 1.1 (a)]. The capillary is lowered to the chip, which is typically heated to

150 oC. The attached transducer delivers ultrasonic oscillation to the capillary. A weld is created

between the ball and the chip surface [Fig. 1.1 (b)], which is known to be solid - state - bonding

process [13]. Next, the capillary is moved to the location on the substrate to which the chip needs
5



to be wired [Fig. 1.1 (c)]. The capillary again descends to the substrate surface. The wire is

welded with a combination of heat, force, and ultrasonic energy, but without ball formation [Fig.

1.1 (d)]. This is called the crescent bond (or wedge bond, stitch bond, 2nd bond). In the final step,

the capillary moves up to the preset height and tears the wire with clamp closed to form another

tail, leading to another EFO [Fig. 1.1 (e)]. 

As the semiconductor industry moves to shrinking die and pad pitch and 3-D packaging

solutions to meet the demands of lower cost, higher number of I/O interconnection, and more

miniaturization for electronic devices, new and disruptive technologies need to meet the many

Fig. 1.1 Schematics of ball bonding process sequence.
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challenges [14, 15]. In wire bonding materials, Cu and insulated Au wires instead of conventional

bare Au wire are emerging in fine pitch thermosonic wire bonding.

 The benefits of using Cu and insulated Au wire instead of bare Au wire in wire bonding

processes are as follows. The Cu wire to Al pad bonding system (Cu/Al bonds) can have longer

thermal life - time than Au/Al bonds [16]. Thinner diameter Cu wire can be used to obtain the

same electrical properties compared to thicker Au wire due to the lower electrical resistivity [4].

Higher wire tensile strength and stiffness of Cu compared to Au can improve the wire sweep

property [5]. 

The insulating capability of insulated Au wire improves the flexibility of wire bond design

as the wires can touch each other without impairing the device specifications [17]. Longer wires,

sagging wires, crossing wires, lower loops, wire sway, and wire sweep are no longer roadblocks

to production and can be acceptable if insulated wire is used. 
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1.3.1  Crescent Bonding Process

Crescent and tail bonds which are separated by capillary geometry are formed as illustrated

in Fig. 1.2. Figure 1.3 shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the crescent bond

and the tail bond of a Au wire on a Au substrate. Challenges in wire bonding include reduction in

bond pad pitch and wire size, high pin count with more than 1500 wires. A small diameter of

wires causes poor crescent and tail bond quality, resulting from inconsistent pad plating thickness,

surface roughness, and hardness [18]. 

The sequence of the crescent bond process is shown in Figs. 1.4 (a) - (f). After the ball

bonding process, the capillary moves to the crescent bond position along the looping trajectory.

The capillary touches down on the substrate [Fig. 1.4 (a)] and the wire is deformed between the

capillary and the substrate by impact force [Fig. 1.4 (b)]. Ultrasonic oscillation together with nor-

Fig. 1.2 Illustration of a cross-section of the crescent bond and the tail bond. 
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5 µm

Fig. 1.3 SEM image showing the crescent bond.
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Fig. 1.4 Wedge bonding and EFO sequence. 
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mal bonding force are applied to enhance the bond growth [Fig. 1.4 (c)]. The capillary moves up

to the predetermined height and stops to produce the wire tail. The wire clamp above the capillary

is closed and the capillary moves further up to break the wire [Fig. 1.4 (d)], resulting in formation

of the wire tail. The wire tail is required to form a free air ball (FAB) with EFO. The FAB is used

for the subsequent ball bond [Figs. 1.4 (e) and (f)]. 

Crescent bond quality is influenced by input machine parameters (factors) such as impact

force, ulstrasonic energy, bonding force, time, heater temperature and by substrate metallization

characteristics, such as cleanness, roughness, hardness, and microstructure.  Figure 1.5 illustrates

the machine parameter values versus time applied during crescent bonding. The impact of the

wire on the substrates or leadframes during crescent bonding produces high force, resulting in

strong initial deformation of the wire. A bonding force lower than the impact force produce fric-

tion with ultrasound between the wire and the substrates. The friction energy can remove the

native copper oxide and the insulation layer on the gold wire, followed by metallic bonding. A

constant ac voltage is applied to a transducer as shown in Fig. 1.6 to produce the ultrasonic vibra-
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Fig. 1.5 Illustration of machine parameters applied during crescent bonding.
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tions. An elevated temperature on the chip reduces the impurity and oxidation levels of the Ag

substrate surface, increasing the bond quality and the stability of the process. 

1.3.2  Tail Bonding Process

 Stable tail bond formation plays an important role in stability of the thermosonic wire

bonding process. When new bonding wires are applied in fine pitch application the premature ter-

mination of the tail bond which is called short tailing, wire open, or EFO open is frequently

encountered. However, there is a lack of understanding of how the tail bond forms. Therefore,

Improved understanding of tail bond formation is necessary. In this chapter, an overview of tail

bonding is discussed. 

An illustration of the tail breaking process is given in Figs. 1.7 (a) and (b). The capillary has

stopped at the tail height as shown in Fig. 1.7 (a). The clamp closes and the horn moves up to

Capillary

Clamp Ultrasonic vibration

Horn

Heater

Substrate / leadframe

Fig. 1.6 Illustration setup for thermosonic crescent bonding.
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break the wire. A typical wire residue left from tail bond and break is shown in Fig. 1.7 (b). Tail

bonds should be strong enough to hold the wire before the clamp closes. After crescent bonding,

the capillary moves up to the tail height where it remains until the clamp closes. It then starts pull-

ing the wire to break it, resulting in a tail of a predefined length. The tail bond which is formed

together with the crescent bond should be strong enough to sustain the formation of the wire tail.

The wire tail is melted by the EFO and solidified, resulting in uniform FAB formation. However,

if the tail bond is weak, it can lead to non uniform tail length and therefore non uniform free air

ball (FAB) formation. 

Sometimes, the bonder stops before flaming off the tail because the tail bond was weak

enough to loose from the substrate before the clamp could close, resulting in the wire being blown

out from the capillary. The frequent occurrence of such process stoppage requires a high operator

effort and reduces the throughput of the wire bond production. 

Fig. 1.7 Illustration of the tail breaking process.
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1.4 Quality Assessment 

1.4.1  Wire Deformation and Pull Test 

The crescent bond quality is determined by the wire deformation and wire pull force mea-

surements [19, 20, 21]. The definition of a bonded wire deformation measurement is shown in

Figs. 1.8. A typical allowed bonded wire deformation is about 1.5 - 2 times the diameter of the

wire [19], usually measured using an optical microscope. The wire pull force values are obtained

with a pull tester as shown in Fig. 1.9. The pull hook placed under the wire loop breaks the wire

by a vertical motion, and simultaneously measures the force needed. The pull test is standardized

in [20]. The minimum pull force (PF) required for a 25µm wire diameter is 3 gf (1 gf = 9.8 mN).

The pull force value is dependent on the location of the hook. The hook is placed at 30% away

from the crescent bond as shown in Fig. 1.9. For sufficient strong crescent bond, the wire breaks

at the heel of the crescent bond. 

Fig. 1.8 Illustration of example crescent bond:location of deformation measurement.
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The process capability index (cpk) [22] is an indication of the ability of a process to produce

output within specification limits. For the present application, it is defined by Eqn (1. 1)

where µ is the average, LSL is the lower specification limit of the PF, and σ is the standard

deviation. Values of cpk are determined for PF using LSLPF = 24 mN, a limit determined using a

standard limit for Au wire bonds and assuming the maximum angle between wire loop and sub-

strate during pulling is about 60° [21].

Fig. 1.9 Schematics of destructive wire pull test for crescent bond strength measurement. 
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1.4.2  Tail Breaking Force Measurement 

Although the evaluation of the tail bond strength (tail breaking force) becomes more impor-

tant, there is no standardized method to evaluate the strength of tail bond. Bonding process stop-

page with short tail becomes a major challenge. In this thesis, an online method to measure the

strength of the tail bond with a proximity sensor is developed and discussed in Chapter 2. 
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1.5 Proposed Bonding Mechanisms

Ultrasonic crescent bonding (or wedge, stitch bonding) is generally accepted to be a solid

state bonding process. Evidence for this conclusion includes the bonds made in liquid nitrogen

[13], thermocouple measurement at the bond interface [23] and bond interface study by transmis-

sion electron microscopy [24]. Contamination free surface is a primary requirement to form met-

allurgical bond. Plasma cleaning [25] of the chip and substrate/leadframe can help remove

contaminants attached on the chip and substrate, resulting in increasing the crescent bond quality. 

A number of studies have tried to understand the mechanism of crescent bond formation

[26, 27, 28]. Harman and Alberts [26] studied the wedge -wedge bonding mechanism by studying

the bond imprint after wire is lifted - off. They examined Al - Al and Au - Au systems with varia-

tion of bonding time. The substrate is flattened due to the force of the bonding tool impacting

against the wire (zero bonding time). As ultrasonic friction is applied bond formation always

begins around the perimeter of the bond imprint and then grows inward from the perimeter to

essentially cover the entire wire - substrate interface. The crescent bond imprint study in the vari-

ation of ultrasound (US) by Zhou et al [28] reported that crescent bond forms at the ends of the

long axis of the bond, and grows along the periphery and to the center as US increases. Therefore,

it can be summarized that the crescent bond first forms at the periphery and then grows inward to

the center of the bond as illustrated in Fig. 1.10 which is modified from [27]. 

Lum et al [29] reported a transition of bonding mechanism from microslip to gross sliding

with an increase of US. This transition is shifted with an increase of bonding force (BF). The

cleansing of the material surface is a requirement for metallic bonding which is accomplished by

microslip and gross sliding phenomena causing wear of the oxide layer. 
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Fig. 1.10 Modified schematic from [28] showing the initiation and growth of the bonded
regions as ultrasonic energy is increased. (a) bonding initiation at the ends of the
long axis of the bond, (b) bonding along the periphery of the bond, and (c) growth
of the bonded regions toward the center.

(a) (b) (c)
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1.6 Effects of Ultrasound on Metals

In the crescent bonding process, ultrasonic deformation of the wire plays a vital role on the

bond quality [30]. As ultrasonic power (here, ultrasound) increases the crescent bond grows, but

wire itself degrades as shown in Fig. 1.11. 

Langenecker [31] reported that acoustic softening takes place immediately when a metal is

subjected to ultrasonic irradiation, and therefore results in easy deformation of the metals. How-

ever, applying ultrasound with sufficiently high stress amplitude acoustic hardening of the metals

occurs. Hayes and Shyne [32] found that intense acoustic oscillations caused a large increase in

recrystalization kinetics of copper by a factor of 100 and decrease of the activation energy for

recrystallization up to 46%. 
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Fig. 1.11 Representation of the competing processes during ultrasonic bonding of a wire to
a plat substrate. The graph is modified from [30].
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Ultrasound and heat have similar effects on the softening of metals as shown in Fig. 1.12

[31]. However, the softening by ultrasound proceeds much more efficiently than that by heat

because preferential absorption of energy takes place at dislocation or grain boundaries, unlike

heat where the whole region requires thermal energy. 

Fig. 1.12 Stress vs. elongation for aluminum single crystals; dashed curves indicate strain-
ing during ultrasonic irradiation at 20kc/s and solid curves indicate no irradiation
[31].
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1.7 Recent Studies of Tail Bonding

Brunner [34] developed a tail bond strength measurement method in 1999 using a wire

bonder software patch. A PC hyperterminal can measure the tensile force to break the tail bond

This method was applied to study the behavior of tail bond formation with Au and Cu wires on

different substrate materials [5]. It is found that the major influence of larger variation of Cu wire

tail - pull force compared to that of Au wire is hypothesized as due to non - uniformity of Cu wire

deformation due to a relatively large and randomized grain structure left by the annealing process.

A high strain rate sensitivity and strong tendency for Cu to work-harden may accentuate the

effect. 

The tail breaking force (TBF) measurement using microsensors in the Au - Au system by

Schwizer [36] reported that the variation of the TBF is smaller than that of crescent bond pull

force. With US transducer current higher than 51 mA, TBF does not depend on impact force and

wire loop direction. The tail bond formation in Au - Au system is very stable, resulting in consis-

tent FAB formation. However, knowledge on tail bond formation when new bonding wires (Cu

and insulated Au wire) are used is limited. Furthermore, there is still lack of quantitative studies

describing how tail bond process characteristics depends on the input parameters, wire materials

and how tail formation influence the ball bonding process. 
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1.8 Material Issues in Wire Bonding

Demands for cost reduction and continuing improvement in device density and performance

are driving advances in microelectronic packaging technology. Cu and insulated Au bonding

wires, and underlying dielectrics with low dielectric constant (k) are developed to replace conven-

tional Au wire and silicon dioxide (SiO2), respectively. This chapter provides an overview on

issues of those new materials for wire bonding process and introduces the topics addressed in this

thesis. 

1.8.1  Cu Bonding Wire

Increasing demands for improved reliability, finer pitch interconnection [37], and cost

reduction of IC packages encourage the wire bonding industry to implement Cu wire in the wire

bonding process. The Cu wire to Al pad bonding system (Cu/Al bonds) can have a four times

longer life time than Au/Al bonds [38]. Thinner diameter Cu wire can be used to obtain the same

electrical properties compared to thicker Au wire due to the lower electrical resistivity [4] and

higher wire tensile strength and stiffness of Cu [5]. 

The advantages of Cu wire bonding are offset by several drawbacks. Easy oxidation, high

hardness, and strain hardening of Cu [39] reduce the quality and robustness of the crescent bond

(2nd bond or stitch bond) and the tail bond which can lead to non-uniform free air ball (FAB) for-

mation [40]. The tail bond should be strong enough to hold the wire after crescent bonding until

the clamp closes so that the preset tail length is obtained. If the tail bond is too weak, it breaks
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before the clamps close, resulting in EFO open or short tails responsible for frequent production

stoppage encountered when applying Cu wire for fine pitch application [5]. Easy oxidation [4,

41], high hardness [3], coarse microstructure [42], and strain hardening of Cu wire [39] reduce the

quality and robustness of the crescent bond and the tail bond which can lead to non-uniform free

air ball (FAB) formation. Wedge bond [18] and wedge bond tailing [5] of fine and ultra fine pitch

processes are severely unstable which is caused by the decrease of capillary tip diameter, leading

to decrease in the size of wedge and tail bonds. 

1.8.2  Insulated Au Bonding Wire

Wire loop span up to 6 mm is demanded for advanced applications such as stacked die

packages [43]. The wire bond pitches for ball and wedge will be reduced to as low as 25 and

20 µm, respectively, in 2009 [37]. The major challenges of fine pitch and stacked die packaging

are to reduce the wire sweep, which causes wire crossover and shorting. Fig. 1.13, shows an illus-

tration of wire looping in a BGA package. During the molding process, molding compound flows

from one side of the package to the other side. The flow causes the wire sweep as defined in Fig.

1.14. In extreme case, the wire sweep results in neighboring wire touching each other, causing

short circuits. Hence, the looping capability of bonding wires is challenged in today’s advanced

packages. 

A number of studies have been performed to improve wire deformation during the molding

process. They can be categorized to three approaches in order to deal with wire sweep. The first

approach is to improve the mechanical stability of the wire loops. It is found that wire sweep
22



depends on wire diameter [44], wire span length [45] and profile [46], bond height, and mechani-

cal properties of wire [47]. The second approach is focused on the molding process. Optimum

molding processes, materials, and parameters are required [48, 49]. 

The third approach uses insulated bonding wires [17, 50]. Insulated bonding wire such as

X - WireTM by Microbonds Inc. Markham, Canada, is a disruptive technology that is gaining

more and more momentum. An insulation layer (thickness: 100 ~ 250 nm) is deposited on bare

Au wire in order to prevent a wire loop from shorting with neighboring wire loops, offering

improved flexibility in wire looping profile as shown in Fig. 1.15 which is a scanning electron

microscope (SEM) image of a wire bonded sample using crossing wire configuration. However,

due to the insulation layer deposited, the crescent bonding behavior of such wire is different from

that of bare Au wire. 

Fig. 1.13 Schematics of wire bonded package. 
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Fig. 1.14 Schematics of wire loop change before and after molding process.
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Molding flow direction
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Crescent bond

Fig. 1.15 SEM image of an advanced looping (crossing wire) using insulated Au wire.
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1.8.3  Low Dielectric Constant (k) Materials

As the spacing of the interconnect lines on the CMOS chip decreases, the associated higher

resistance and capacitive coupling causes an increasing signal delay, known as RC delay, of the

circuit. Lowering the k value of the dielectric decreases the RC delay and lowers power consump-

tion [51]. In order to achieve a k value lower than 2.5, porosity is required inside the dielectric

material. Table 1 summarizes low - k materials used for microelectronics interconnections [52].

The porosities reduce the mechanical strength and cause poor adhesion, resulting in easy chip

damage and cratering during wire bonding. 

Wire bonding produces mechanical stress on the bond pad which creates chip damage

effects such as pad peeling, cratering, or dielectric layer delamination as shown in Figs. 1.16 (a),

(b), (c), respectively. These defects are often observed when copper wire and low - k materials

[53] are implemented in wire bonding. Cracks frequently are not visible and the bond still may

Table 1. 1:  Low - k materials for microelectronics interconnections. [52]

Dielectrics Dielectric constant (k) Modulus (Gpa) Hardness (Gpa) Stress (Mpa)

FSG 3.4 - 4.1 72 7.5 100

Black Diamond 2.7 7.76 0.13 - 3.6 -

SiLK 2.6 2.5 - 4.2 0.2 - 0.28 90

TEOS (SiO2) 3.2 - 4.1 72 - 100 9.5 -

Porous SiLK 2.0 1.5 - 3.0 0.16 - 0.19 54

SiO2 4.1 72 7.5 100
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have good electrical performance [54] in the beginning of the chip life, which makes detection of

such failures difficult. 

Cu is harder than Au which increases the possibility of silicon cratering [55] as Cu needs

higher ultrasound and bonding force for strong bonds. Harder and thicker bond pad metallization

helps to reduce the cratering [55, 56]. The ultrasound [57] and bonding force [58] parameters

Si-chip

Fig. 1.16 Illustrations of wire bonding related defects. (a) pad peeling. (b) cratering. (c)
dielectric layer delamination. 
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Ball bond
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have great influences on cratering which is seldom encountered in ultrasound free thermocom-

pression bonding [21]. Finite element analysis [59, 57] shows that stress concentration is high at

the periphery of the bonded ball, where chip damage occurs. There is still lack of understanding

of the chip damage effects occurring in the wire bonding process. Factors which can contribute to

crating are summarized in Fig. 1.17. So far, suggestions reported to eliminate the chip damage

include optimizing bonding parameters [61], or inserting structural reinforcement of dielectrics

[62]. 

Cratering

Bonding Reliability

• Wire hardness

• FAB hardness

• Bond pad thickness

• Bond pad hardness

• Bonding parameters

• Intermetallic growth

Au - Al

Fig. 1.17 Summary of the causes of cratering.
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Chapter 2   Online Tail Breaking 
Force Measurement

Tail bond weakness can result in non uniform tail length and therefore non uniform free air

ball (FAB) formation. Sometimes, the bonder stops before EFO process because the tail bond was

weak enough to break and loose before the clamp could close, resulting in the wire being blown

out from the capillary. 

The frequent occurrence of such process stops reduces the throughput of the wire bond pro-

duction. Even though the importance of the tail bond is increasing, unfortunately, there is no stan-

dardized method to measure the tail bond strength. The present study is undertaken to contribute

to the understanding of the tail bond with a method to measure the tail bond strength during ther-

mosonic crescent bonding process. Here, an online method for measuring tail bond strength is

developed using a proximity sensor which is discussed in Chapter 2.1. The calibration of the

method, process optimization by iteration, and preliminary optimization using this method are

demonstrated in Chapters 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4, respectively. The influence of plasma cleaning on the

tail bond strength is evaluated in Chapter 2.5.
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2.1 Measurement Method Development 
with Proximity Sensor

A wire bonder used in this work is an ESEC 3100 auto ball bonder as produced by Oerlikon

Esec, Cham, Switzerland as shown in Fig. 2.1. This is a fully automated bonder which is con-

trolled by window based software. It performs bonding using a bonding program and without

operater intervention unless a problem arises. The bonding programs include bond position, mate-

rial handling, and bonding parameters. In order to use Cu wire, this wire bonder is equipped with

copper kit which can provide shielding gas, usually 5 %H2 + 95 %N2, on the FAB formation

region in order to protect the FAB from oxidation as shown in Fig. 2.2. 

Fig. 2.1 Photograph of ESEC 3100 auto ball bonder.
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bonder head
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A 99.99 % purity 25 µm diameter Cu and insulated Au wires from MK Electron Co. Ltd.,

Yongin, Korea, and Microbonds Inc. Markham, Canada, respectively, are used for bonding. A

99.99 % purity 25 µm diameter Au wire, from MK Electron Co. Ltd., Yongin, Korea, is used as a

reference wire. 

The capillary used is made of Zirconia composite material with a Matte finish. It has tool

length (TL) and diameter (TD) of 11.10 mm/.437” and 1.587 mm/.0625”, respectively as illus-

trated in Fig. 2.3 (a).The hole (H), tip diameter (T), chamfer diameter (CD), face angle (FA), and

chamfer angle (CA) are 35 µm, 100 µm and 51 µm, 11o, 90o, respectively, as shown in Fig.

2.3 (b). This capillary also has bottle neck configuration for fine pitch wire bonding. 

 The bonding material used in this study is commercial PLCC44 leadframe strips with a

metallization which is 8 µm thick Ag as shown in Figs. 2.4 (a) and (b). One strip is made of seven

leaframes. Bonds are made on the diepad in the middle of the leadframe as shown in Fig. 2.4 (a).

In order to keep the cleanness of the substrate/leadframe, fresh substrates stored in N2 environ-

Fig. 2.2 Photograph of copper kit.

Capillary

Cu kit

Wire tail Electrode
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ment (storage box with N2) are used in this study. Tail breaking forces are measured on two die-

pad randomly selected from each strip. More than 5 strips are used for randomization to minimize

any substrate related effect.

H
CD

CA

FA
OR

Fig. 2.3 Illustration of (a) capillary and (b) its tip detail.

(a) (b)

TL

TD

Fig. 2.4 Substrate material (a) PLCC 44 Ag metallized leadframe used as bonding mate-
rial and (b) cross - section of diepad.

(a) (b)
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2.1.1  Measurement Principle

A proximity sensor is attached on the clamp to measure real-time signals corresponding to

the gap between clamp and horn as shown in Fig. 2.5. The proximity sensor is a displacement sen-

sor which works on the Eddy current principle to sense the proximity of conductive materials. The

displacement measured is proportional to the force acting on the horn. Right after the crescent

bonding, the capillary moves up to a certain height. The clamp closes and moves further in the z -

direction in order to break the wire, resulting in the wire dragging the clamp. This reduces the gap

between clamp and horn as illustrated in Fig. 2.6.

The parameters that control the breaking of the wire (“tailing”) after the second bond are set

to 200 µm and 2 µm/ms of z tear distance and speed, respectively. The selected speed is slow

Fig. 2.5 Proximity sensor, wire clamp, ultrasonic transducer, and capillary.

5 mm

Clamp

Proximity sensor

Ultrasonic transducer

Capillary
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enough to time-resolve the tail breaking signal. Figure 2.7  shows examples of signals measured

with the proximity sensor. The process parameters, impact force (IF) and bonding force (BF) for

the ball bond, are 600 mN, 200 mN, respectively and for wedge bond are 1000 mN and 800 mN,

respectively. The IF parameter is similar to the contact velocity (CV) parameter available on other

wire bonder types. The proximity sensor signal correspond to bond force when the capillary

presses on a surface causing the horn to deform slightly. This bond force signal is calibrated

before the wire bonder is delivered.

Proximity sensor

Horn

z
Gap

Wire drags clamp

The gap gets smaller

Fig. 2.6 Schematics for principle of tail breaking force (TBF) measurement. (a) Clamp
position prior to tail breaking and (b) clamp position during tail breaking.

Proximity sensor

Horn

Gap

(a)

(b)
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The tail breaking portion of the signal is indicated in Fig. 2.8. The bond force calibration is

not valid for tail breaking force. Therefore, dedicated calibration is carried out for the tail break-

ing force and discussed in section 2.2. It is enlarged and shown in Fig. 2.9. The signal increases

before the tail breaks as the wire tension increases. After it reaches a maximum value, the signal

suddenly drops to zero indicating tail breaking. If the signal is measured without the wire, no
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Fig. 2.7 Signals measured with proximity sensor during bonding process.
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change is observed in this period. In the measurement with the wire, the time point of the tail

break indicated by (c) in Fig. 2.9 is found automatically by using an evaluation software that

locates the time of the strongest decay (minimum derivative) of the signal. Two portions of the

signals are averaged, the first before the tail break, the second after, as indicated by (a) and (b) in

Fig. 2.9. The portions (a) and (b) last 3 ms and 8 ms, respectively, and are taken 1ms prior and

8ms after the time of (c), respectively. The average difference between them is defined to be the

TBF force, 59.5 mN in the example. An estimation of the TBF signal resolution σS is obtained by

first determining standard deviations of σa and σb from the signal regions (a) and (b), respec-

tively, and then using  

The value of σS is found to be 5.3 mN. 
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2.2 Calibration
For calibration of the proximity sensor, a weight of 22.2 g is hung on the wire clamp as

shown in Fig. 2.10, resulting in a force Ft = 218 mN (1 g = 9.8 mN) acting vertically downwards.

The changes in online signal of the proximity sensor is recorded with an oscilloscope as shown in

Fig. 2.11. In order to obtain the proximity signal with the oscilloscope, the wire bonder should be

in an idle state. ESEC (Oerlikon, Cham, Switzerland) provided the special tools and technical

support to get the signal while idling. A total of 10 measurements are conducted to obtain statisti-

cal values. The average signal drop, P, of the proximity sensor upon removal of the weight is

63.2 + 2.12 mV. 

The calibration factor (fp) is computed using

The calibration factor (fp) is computed to be 290 + 10 mV/N which is, in turn, 3.45 mN/mV.

The signal is divided by f_underscore_p to obtain the TBF.

Proximity sensor

Horn

Gap
Oscilloscope

Fig. 2.10 Schematics of proximity calibration setup with weight and oscilloscope.

Weight: 22.2 g

fp
P
Ft
-----=  (2.2)
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2.3 Optimization by Iteration

Bonding is performed on the diepad of the Ag metallized leadframe. To take into account

possible leadframe variation, the same procedure is carried out as explained in chapter 2.1. Each

wire has different bonding parameters. The three bonding parameters, ultrasound (US), IF, and

BF, are varied. The parameters, heater temperature (T) and bonding time (BT), are fixed to 220 °C

and 15 ms, respectively. The symbol “%” is used as a unit for the ultrasound parameter, where

1 % is equivalent to a peak to peak vibration amplitude of 26.6 nm measured at the center of the

transducer tip.

A series of iterations is carried out each consisting of optimization runs for US, IF, and BF.

Data from one example iteration are shown in Table 3.1. In this example, IF(0) = 1000 mN and

BF(0) = 400 mN are the starting parameters obtained by a few initial trial and error bonding tests,

Fig. 2.11 Proximity signal with a 22.2 g weight sometimes hanging on the clamp. 
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and US(1), IF(1), and BF(1) are the optimized parameters that result from this iteration. In the 1st

optimization run of the iteration, the parameters, IF = IF(0) and BF = BF(0) are fixed and US is

varied in 3 % steps from 31 % to 88 %, which is the bondability range. For US values lower than

31 %, wedge lift-off occurs. For US values higher than 88 %, short tail occurs. TBF is measured

for each of US parameters and that with the highest TBF is selected. This optimized value is US(1)

= 50 %. It is used for the next run which varies IF and fixes US = US(1)   and BF = BF(0). An opti-

mized value IF(1) is obtained and is used for the third run for the BF optimization. Consequently,

the first optimized set of the parameters is found, US(1)= 72 %, IF(1) = 600mN, and BF(1)=

400 mN, concluding the 1st iteration. The 2nd iteration uses this optimized set as starting parame-

ters and proceeds in the same way, resulting in an optimized set of the parameters, US(2), IF(2),

and BF(2). Subsequent iterations are carried out until the TBF values do not increase anymore.

The final optimized set of the parameters is called center parameters.

Table 2. 1  Example of three runs during the first iteration.

Run
US (%) IF (mN) BF (mN)

Wire 1 Step Wire 20 Wire 1 Step Wire 20 Wire 1 Step Wire 20

1st
iteration

1 31 3 88 1000 0 1000 400 0 400

2 50 0 50 300 50 1250 400 0 400

3 50 0 50 600 0 600 300 50 1250

Optimum 
parameter 50 600 400
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2.4 Preliminary Optimization with Au 
wire

A total of 20 bonds are made with each parameter combination. From the 1st iteration to the

4rd iteration, TBF increases while s decreases. With the 4th iteration, US(4), IF(4), and BF(4) are

found to be 72 %, 450 mN, and 950 mN, respectively. TBF, standard deviation (σ), and cpk value

at the optimized parameters are 62.22 mN, 2.18 mN, and 7.97, respectively. Table 3. 2 summa-

rizes the optimized parameters, average TBF (TBF), TBF standard deviation (σ), and TBF pro-

cess capability index (cpk) after each iteration. To calculate the cpk value, a lower specification

limit (LSL) of 10 mN is chosen. The equation for cpk value calculation is computed using

Figures 2.12 (a) - (c) show the fourth TBF iteration results of Au wire. The grey solid lines

are polynomial fits obtained with US, IF, and BF, respectively. Polynomial fitting is applied in the

response surface method widely used in optimizing the wire bonding process [63, 64]. The

Table 2. 2  Optimized parameters, maximized TBF, and evaluated σ and cpk for each iteration.

Iterations
Optimum parameters

TBF (mN) σ (mN) cpk
US (%) IF (mN) BF (mN)

1st iteration 50 600 400 50.9 5.95 2.35

2nd iteration 36 800 600 53.75 5.09 2.86

3rd iteration 72 550 1150 55.34 4.73 3.2

4th iteration 72 450 950 62.22 2.18 7.97

cpk TBF LSL–
3σ

---------------------------=  (2.3)
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Fig. 2.12 The fourth iteration results of Au wire TBF. (a) US, (b) IF, and (c) BF. Grey lines
are polynomial fits. Error bars are , n = 20.ε σ n 1–⁄=
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response surface method is typically conducted with data collected from processes with parame-

ters being varied among two or three parameter values (2n or 3n design of experiment). Too few

parameter values can oversimplify the effect of bonding parameters on TBF. The iterative optimi-

zation method applied in this study reveals the degrees of the polynomials required to suitably fit

the experimental values. In this example, the minimum degrees of polynomial suggested fits for

the US, IF, and BF parameters are 3, 1, and 3, respectively. The variation of TBF with US is

shown in Fig. 2.12 (a). The TBF increases gradually from 45.8 mN to 52 mN and then decreases

as US is increased. The TBF decreases when IF is increased as shown in Fig. 2.12 (b). In case of

rising BF as shown in Fig. 2.12 (c), the TBF increases from 400 mN to 900 mN and then

decreases. In summary, the changes of US, IF, and BF parameters induce 10 %, 7 %, and 8 % of

TBF change, respectively. 

2.4.1  TBF Optimization of Cu and Insulated Au 
wires 

The TBF of insulated Au wire is maximized using an iteration method the results of which

are summarized in Table 2. 3. Figures 2.13 (a) - (c) show the 3rd iteration (last iteration) results at

Table 2. 3  Summary of the TBF of X-WireTM by iteration.

Iteration US (%) IF (mN) BF (mN) Av. PF (mN) σ (mN)

1 44 900 650 60.18 5.8

2 58 750 800 61.25 5.62

3 58 800 800 62.72 5.6
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various bonding parameters. The TBF is 42 mN at a US of 28 %. A sharp increase of the TBF is

observed as US increases from 28 % to 38 %. After US higher than 38 %, it increases slowly and

then stays constant as shown in Fig. 2.13 (a). With IF increase from 300 mN to 1150 mN, the TBF

does not change. It decreases as IF increases further as shown in Fig. 2.13  (b.). The TBF does not

change as BF increases from 300 mN to 700 mN. It increases as BF increases from 700 mN to

900 mN and then decreases. The maximum TBF, 60 mN, obtained with insulated Au wire is com-

parable to that obtained with bare Au wire. It is clear from Figs. 2.14 (a) - (c) that Au residues

remain on the tail bond region after the crescent bond. The circle in the images is determined to

correspond to the capillary hole. The tail bond forms not only at the area where the wire is

pinched by the capillary chamfer and the die pad, but also inside the capillary hole. As US

increases, the area (wire residue) pinched by the capillary chamfer and the die pad remains larger

after the pull test as shown in Figs. 2.14 (b) and (c), respectively. 

The TBF of the standard Cu wire bonding process is maximized with iteration, resulting in

an optimized set of parameters of US = 80%, IF = 1000mN, BF = 400mN, which is summarized

in Table 3. 4. Figures 2.15 (a) - (c) show the third iteration results at various bonding parameters.

The TBF is increased and then decreased as US increases. The IF less affects the TBF compared

to the other parameters (US and BF). The TBF is increased, decreased, and then constant as BF

increases. The errors of the TBF become larger with BF higher than 700 mN, resulting in low cpk

Table 2. 4  Summary of Cu wire optimization by iteration.

US (%) IF (mN) BF (mN) TBF (mN) σ (mN)

1st iteration 80 1000 500 57.86 7.6

2nd iteration 80 1100 450 58.12 7.5

3rd iteration 80 1000 400 58.08 7.7
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2.14 BSE images of fracture surface on the die at various USP. (a) 50 %, (b) 52 %, and
(c) 60 %.
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value. With the 3rd iteration parameters, a confirmation run of 200 bonds made is performed. The

TBF, σ, cpk of 58.54 mN, 7.1 mN, and 2.28, respectively, are obtained. 

2.4.2  Comparison of TBF

A total of 160 TBF measurements are made at each center parameters and the results are

compared as shown in Fig. 2.16. The distribution of TBF with Au wire is in the range between

50 mN and 60 mN as shown in Fig. 2.16 (a). With insulated Au wire, as shown in Fig. 2.16 (b), it

can be seen that most of the TBF is in the range between 50 mN and 65 mN which is similar to the

results obtained with Au wire. However, low TBF values indicated by the square box are also

observed. These are due to the presence of insulation material on the area where the tail breaking

occurs. The TBF of Cu is largely distributed as shown in Fig. 2.16 (c) which is in the range

between 40 mN and 70 mN. 

With the data shown in Figs. 2.16 (a) - (c), the average and cpk for each wire type are calcu-

lated as shown in Fig. 2.18 and 2.17, respectively. The average TBF values of insulated Au and

Cu wires are higher than those of Au wire. However, the cpk value of Au wire is the highest, fol-

lowed by insulated Au wire and Cu wire. The cpk values of Cu and insulated Au wires are about 2

and 3, respectively, which are higher than standard cpk value (2). However, the minimum error of

the cpk of Cu wire is close to 2 which is calculated using [65]

where Z1-α is 1.96 at a 95 % confidence level, and n = 160 is the sample size. 

σcpk z1 α–
1

9n
------ cpk2

2 n 1–( )
--------------------+=  (2.4)
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 The probability of cpk value to be lower than 2 with Cu wire is higher compared to those

with Au and insulated Au wires. Increase of the TBF cpk value with Cu wire is required to

improve the Cu wire bonding process. Detailed investigation of the TBF with Cu wire will be dis-

cussed in chapter 4. 

 

Fig. 2.17 cpk values with Au, Insulated Au, and Cu wires at the center parameters. n = 160.
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Fig. 2.18 Average TBF values with Au, Insulated Au, and Cu wires at the center parame-
ters. Error bars are  n = 160.ε σ n 1–⁄=
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2.5 Influence of plasma cleaning on the 
TBF

Besides the bonding parameters, other factors such as pad metallization and cleanliness

affect the TBF. Since many variables are to be considered in metal plating [66, 67], the thickness

and surface quality can vary over the surface and from sample to sample [68]. Therefore, the die-

pad induced TBF variation and the diepad cleanliness are investigated. TBF measurements are

carried out on 5 diepads fresh from the box but not plasma cleaned, and on 5 diepads plasma

cleaned with 100 % Ar for 5 min. Before and after plasma cleaning, the diepad to diepad variation

of the TBF obtained with Au and Cu wires is compared. The results are shown in Figs. 2.19 and

2.20, respectively. Before plasma cleaning, the Cu wire TBF is between 48.5 mN and 60.1 mN, a

no plasma plasma
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Fig. 2.19 Comparison of diepad induced Au wire TBF variation with and without plasma
cleaning. Error bars are , n = 80. ε σ n 1–⁄=
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range 4 times larger than that of Au wire. After plasma cleaning, the diepad induced TBF varia-

tion of both Au and Cu wires become as small as 1.4 mN and 4.2 mN, respectively. 

To further study the influence of plasma cleaning and the TBF process is carried out with the

US parameter varied from 46 % to 84 % in steps of 4 %. The BF, IF, BT, and T parameters are

fixed to 500 mN, 1000 mN, 25 ms, and 220 °C, respectively. They are the optimized parameters

for the Cu wire TBF process. The TBF comparison results are shown in Fig.2.21. Each point is

the average of 40 measurements from bonds distributed over 8 diepad samples. Similar to the

wedge bondability of Au wire on the bonding pads [76, 77], the TBF is increased after plasma

cleaning on the diepad. This increase is larger with Cu wire than with Au wire. The errors are in

the range of 0.79 to 1.11 mN for the Cu TBFs obtained without plasma cleaning and they

decreases to a range of 0.48 to 0.95 mN with plasma cleaning.

Fig. 2.20 Comparison of diepad induced Cu wire TBF variation with and without plasma
cleaning. Error bars are , n = 80. ε σ n 1–⁄=
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These higher TBF and lower error values obtained after plasma cleaning result in higher cpk

values, which means that the process is more stable after plasma cleaning as shown for Au wire in

Figs.2.22 and 2.23. The error of cpk as expressed with the error bars in Figs. 2.22 and 2.23 is cal-

culated with Eqn (2.3) [78].

With Au wire, a cpk above 9 is obtained with 46 % to 62 % of US. It decreases to about 6 as

US increases above 62 %. Not much difference is shown in the cpk values before and after plasma

cleaning. With Cu wire without plasma cleaning, the highest cpk values are 2.45 and 2.36 and are

obtained with 58 % and 70 % of US, respectively. After plasma cleaning, the highest cpk of 4.61

with Cu wire is obtained with 62 % of US. Therefore, it is concluded that plasma cleaning of an

Ag plated bonding surface increases the tail bonding quality of a Cu wire bonding process signif-

icantly. 
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2.6 Summary

For measurement of tail bond strength, an online tail breaking force (TBF) measurement

method is developed with proximity sensor attached on the horn, and is calibrated with a dead

weight. The TBF is optimized by iteration over a range of bonding parameters of ultrasound,

impact force, and bonding force. The major findings from this study are summarized as follows:

• With a sensor measuring the distance between wire clamp and horn, the TBF can be measured

with a resolution better than 5.2 mN. 

• The TBF depends on the bonding parameter combination. The highest TBF of 62.22 +

2.18 mN with Au wire is obtained at 72 %, 450 mN, and 950 mN of US, IF, and BF,

respectively. The Cpk is 7.97. 

• Fitting polynomials to TBF values obtained with various parameters, as used for surface

response optimization methods, shows that the minimum degrees of a polynomial to fit well

are 3, 1, and 3, for the parameters, ultrasound, impact force, and bonding force, respectively.  

• The TBF depends on the wire materials. The average TBFs of Cu and Insulated Au wires are

comparable to those of Au wire. The stability of the tail breaking force is highest with Au

wire, followed by Insulated Au and standard Cu wires. 
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• Using plasma cleaning prior to bonding, the tail breaking stability of the Cu wire process

increases significantly.
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Chapter 3   Influence of Insulation 
Layer on Crescent Bond Pull Force

As the semiconductor industry moves to shrinking die and pad pitch and 3-D packaging

solutions [37] to meet the demands of low cost, higher I/O interconnection, and more electrical

power for electronic devices, new and disruptive technologies are needed to meet the many chal-

lenges.

The challenge associated with thinner or longer wire is to prevent wire sweep and shorts

which can occur during molding of wire bonded packages [69, 70]. In the molding process the

forces caused by resin flow can displace the fine wire loops. This flow-induced deformation of the

wire loop can result in wire shorting and the failure of the device. 

Insulated bonding wire is a disruptive technology that is gaining more and more momentum

[37]. Its insulating capability improves the flexibility of wire bond design as the wires can touch

each other without impairing the device specifications. Longer wires, sagging wires, crossing

wires, lower loops, wire sway, and wire sweep are no roadblocks to production anymore and can

be acceptable if insulated wire is used. 

The main drawback of insulated Au wire is associated with the insulation layer which is

deposited on bare Au wire. The insulation layer needs to be locally pushed aside so that consistent

wire to substrate contact can be made in order to obtain stable quality of crescent bonds. If insula-

tion on material becomes incorporated in the bonding interface, it significantly reduces the fric-

tion between the bonding materials [33]. This can lower the crescent bond strength. The
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morphology modification of a capillary tip [35] is previously studied in order to improve the wire

pull strength of the crescent bond. The unique surface characteristic which has relatively deep

lines with no fixed directions, can have less slipping between the wire and the capillary tip surface

in contact and provides better ultrasonic transfer from the capillary to the bond interface, resulting

in improvement of the bondability of the crescent bond. In this thesis, however, the focus is on

fundamental characteristics of insulation layer removal from insulated Au wire and how the layer

interacts with the substrate. A new bonding process is introduced in order to improve the quality

of the crescent bond. The cpk value of the TBF with insulated Au wire is 3 which is stable as

reported in Chapter 2.4.2 so that no further investigation is carried out on the TBF. 

This chapter is focused on the crescent bond (2nd bond, or wedge bond) with insulated wire

The limitation of pull force of insulated Au wire will be presented in Chapter 3.2. Cleaning stage

(CS) process in order to increase the pull force of insulated Au wire will be introduced in Chapter

3.3. An effort is made to understand the insulation cleaning effect on bonding parameters in Chap-

ter 3.4. 
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3.1 Experimental

The wire bonder used is an ESEC 3088 auto ball bonder as produced by Oerlikon Esec,

Cham, Switzerland as shown in Fig.3.1. This is a fully automated bonder which is computer con-

trolled. This bonder has a moving electrode which moves toward the wire tail during the EFO pro-

cess, then the EFO forms the FAB. It performs automated bonding with a bonding program

without operater intervention unless a problem arises. The bonding programs include bond posi-

tion, material handling, and bonding parameters. This bonder is equipped with a kit for Cu wire

bonding. 

Fig. 3.1 Photograph of ESEC 3088 auto bonder.
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Standard Au wire and insulated Au wire available from Microbonds, Markham, Canada,

(X-WireTM), all with 25 µm diameter, are used for bonding. Insulated Au wire has a nano - scale

(100 - 250 nm in thickness) insulation layer covering the Au wire surface as shown in Fig. 3.2. 

The “ball-wedge-wedge” (BWW) function is used to produce double wire loops for this

study. These loops have a middle bond between the first and the last bond as shown in Fig. 3.3

and illustrated in Figs. 3.4 (a), (b), and (c). The BWW function does not break the wire after a first

Gold wire Gold wire

Insulation layer

Fig. 3.2 SEM image of (a) cross-section of insulated Au wire and (b) its illustration.

(a) (b)

Insulation layer

US

ball bondmiddle 

last 

Fig. 3.3 BWW bonds used to optimize PF of middle crescent bonds.

500 µm

crescent bond

crescent bond
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wire loop but adds a second wire loop before generating a new tail. The second bond of the first

loop is also the first bond of the second loop. The second looping trajectory does not have a

reverse motion in order to not weaken or break the middle bond. Therefore, the second loop turns

out to be flatter than the first. The first and last bonds are made with parameters optimized for

strength and always stick well. The middle bond is made with varying parameters for this study

and sometimes does not stick (“lift-off”). However, the second loop can be formed even if the

middle bond is weak or lifts off, still allowing for continuous BWW bonding without the need to

Fig. 3.4 Concept of BWW bonding. (a) first (ball) and middle bond (crescent/wedge), (b)
last bond (crescent/wedge), (c) final two loops. 

middle bond

last bond

(a)

(b)

(c) loop 1
loop 2

middle
bond (test bond)

first bond

substrate

wire
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attend to the machine. The use of the BWW middle bond as test bond therefore greatly accelerates

the data collection for this study.

Crescent bonds are made with bare and insulated wires using a basic and a modified pro-

cess. For simplicity, all wire loops are directed perpendicular to the ultrasonic direction in this

study. The quality of the bonds is determined using the pull force (PF) as measured by the stan-

dard pull test. During the test, the pull speed is 200 µm/s. The hook location is on the first loop at

about 30% of the loop width away from the crescent bond. 
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3.2 Bonding with Standard Process Type

The standard process is characterized by the shape of its parameter profiles as illustrated in

Fig. 3.5. The machine settings are impact force (IF), bonding force (BF), ultrasound (US), ultra-

sound time (BT), and shift distance. The starting parameters for the crescent bond PF optimiza-

tion by iteration as described in Chapter 2 are IF = 750 mN and BF = 350 mN with insulated wire.

After the optimization of the US, the IF and the BF are optimized in the same way, concluding the

first iteration. With the third iteration no significant PF improvement is found in this case. 

The iteration results are summarized in Table 1. The maximum PF is obtained with US, IF,

and BF of 15 %, 500 mN, and 500 mN, respectively. The iteration results obtained with bare wire

IF

US

 (shift)

time

Bonding stage

Fig. 3.5 Basic process type. Illustration of crescent bond parameter profiles. Signals not
to scale.

on
off

force

BF

BTlateral position
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are listed in Table 2 for comparison. The optimized parameters in that case are similar to those

shown in Table 1 except for 10 % lower IF and BF values. 

The results of PF confirmation runs with insulated and bare Au wire are shown in Fig. 3.6.

The PF differs from those obtained in previous optimization runs possibly due to the equipment

having been run in during a longer time during confirmation. 

The average PF obtained with the insulated Au wire is 71.5 + 8.0 mN which is 81% of that

obtained with bare Au wire, 87.7 + 6.2 mN. The PF of insulated Au wire is affected by the

insulation material remaining at the interface after bonding as shown in Fig. 3.7. The figure shows

a bond footprint observed after the bonded wire is peeled off with a tweezer. The black areas are

insulation material that remained on the substrate. Such residues reduce the total metallic bonded

area resulting in a smaller PF value. 

Table 3. 1:  Optimization of crescent bond PF of insulated Au wire process.

Iteration # US (%) IF (mN) BF (mN) Av. PF (mN) σ (mN)

1 30 700 400 61.6 9.51

2 15 500 500 65.16 7.40

3 15 500 500 64.74 7.30

Table 3. 2:  Optimization of crescent bond PF of bare Au wire process.

Iteration # US (%) IF (mN) BF (mN) Av. PF (mN) σ (mN)

1 13 450 400 85.58 4.81

2 15 450 450 86.16 6.02

3 15 450 450 85.83 8.38
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As PF with insulated wire comparable with that of bare wire is not achieved with this basic

process type, a modified process type improving the PF with insulated wire is studied in the next

section. 
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Fig. 3.6 Comparison of optimized pull force of crescent bonds with insulated Au wire and
bare Au wire using basic bonding procedure. 

Bare Au WireInsulated Au Wire
Basic Process

Fig. 3.7 SEM of fracture surface after peeling off crescent bond. US = 15%, IF = 500 mN,
BF = 250 mN.
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3.3 Bonding with cleaning stage (CS) 

A cleaning stage (CS) is inserted before the basic bonding stage. The parameter profiles of

this “CS process” are illustrated in Fig. 3.8. Ultrasonic friction can clean a bonding interface from

oxide layers and various other impurities during a thermosonic wire bonding process [73, 74].

The CS process relies on ultrasonic friction to clean away the insulation and improve the PF of the

bond. 

First, an IF is applied to produce an initial deformation of the wire. It is followed by the CS

in which a shift combined with ultrasonic friction is applied to remove the insulation layer. The

shift is directed towards the ball bond. The maximum shift distance offered by the equipment is

20 µm. This value is chosen for all trials of this study. The CS is followed by a bonding stage with

the previously optimized process parameters BF and US. The process parameters during cleaning

are the force BFC, ultrasound USC, ultrasound duration BTC, and shift distance. These parameters

BTC 

Cleaning stage Bonding stage

BFC 

USC 

Shift

Fig. 3.8 Modified process type with cleaning stage (CS process). Illustration of crescent
bond parameter profiles. Signals not to scale.

IF

Force

US
US

BF 

Time 

BT
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are chosen from a “non-stick window” in order to avoid any sticking or wire cut and so to facili-

tate the shifting motion and avoid premature tail breaking. Non-stick windows for various IF val-

ues are experimentally determined and shown in Fig. 3.9. 

The efficiency of the CS is investigated by measuring the amount of insulation layer

removal. For this, test middle bonds are produced without bonding stage and are rolled over with

the pull hook of the commercial pull tester as illustrated in Figs. 3.10 (a) and (b). The result of this

sample preparation procedure is shown by the optical micrograph in Fig. 3.11. While the middle

bond is already loose, the last bond is broken or peeled off during this procedure.
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Fig. 3.9 Crescent bond non-sticking parameter regions (windows) for various IF. Non-
stick windows obtained with higher IF contain those obtained with lower IF. 
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Fig. 3.10 “Rolling over” of BWW loops. (a) hook placed under first loop. (b) final position
after breaking (middle and) last bond and subsequent bending. Bond interface
(contact area) of middle bond (A) exposed. 

(a)

(b)
A

pull test hook

Fig. 3.11 Rolling over method to prepare samples to investigate contact area of middle
crescent bonds.

Contact area
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3.4 Influence of IF/US on Insulation 
Layer Removal

In the basic parametrical study reported in this section, IF and USC values are varied while

BFC = 50 mN, BTC = 25 ms, and shift = 20 µm. To allow for a clear visual characterization of the

insulation removal in these tests, no bonding stage is used after the CS. The middle bonds lift off

and their wire contact areas are readily visible after rolling over the loops. 

The effects of IF values of 500 mN, 700 mN, 800 mN, and 1200 mN on the insulation layer

removal are shown in Figs. 3.12 (a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively. With the lowest values,

Fig. 3.12 SEM images of contact area of wires deformed with IF (a) 500 mN, (b) 700 mN,
(c) 800 mN, (d) 1200 mN. USC = 0 %, BFC = 50 mN, BTC = 25 ms, T = 220 °C,
shift = 0 µm. No bonding stage.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

10 µm 10 µm

10 µm 10 µm

Additional insulation 

Insulation removal

removal
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IF = 500 mN [Fi.g 3.12 (a)], plastic deformation of the crescent bond but no removal of the

insulation layer is observed. With IF = 700 mN as shown in Fig. 3.12 (b), limited insulation layer

removal indicated by white areas is observed at the periphery of the bottom of the crescent bond.

This is consistent with the amount of plastic deformation and contact pressure being largest at the

periphery [75]. 

With IF = 800 mN, more insulation is removed towards the center of the contact zone as

shown in Fig. 3.12 (c). Increased plastic deformation of the wire caused by the increased IF leads

to more insulation cracks. The possible reason is the difference in ductility between the Au wire

and the insulation material. With IF = 1200 mN, an additional type of insulation layer removal in

the center is observed in Fig. 3.12 (d). The insulation layer is partly detached from the wire and is

left on the diepad as shown in Fig. 3.13. The insulation parts are found both on the tail and cres-

cent bond areas.

The effects of USC on insulation removal of processes with IFs of 500 mN and 1200 mN

are studied. The bottom surfaces of the deformed wires observed with IF of 500 mN and USC of

0 %, 15 %, and 50 % are shown in Figs. 3.12 (a), 3.14 (a), and 3.14 (b), respectively. No

insulation layer removal is observed with USC of 0 %. As USC is increased to a moderate 15 %,

about 38 % of insulation layer is removed at the contact zone periphery. About 75 % of insulation

layer is removed with USC of 50 % everywhere on the contact zone. 

With USC of 50 % a major portion of the interfacial insulation layer is transferred to the

substrate as shown in Fig. 3.15. With application of the shift of 20 µm toward to the ball as

described in Fig. 3.8, a bare wire portion of the insulated wire is now available to be bonded to a

fresh portion of the substrate. 
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Fig. 3.13 SEM image of primary bonding site. Insulation layer transferred to substrate.

Insulation
layer

Crescent 
bond area

Tail bond
area

10 µm

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.14 SEM images of bottom of wire deformed with IF = 500 mN, USC (a) 15%, (b)
50%. BFC = 50 mN, BTC = 25 ms, T = 220°C, shift = 0 µm. No bonding stage.

10 µm 10 µm
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Comparing Fig. 3.14 (a) with Fig. 3.16 (a), it is obvious that the insulation layer is mostly

broken by high IF at the periphery as shown in the SEM images of the bottoms of samples made

with IF of 1200 mN and USC of 15 % and 0 %, respectively. As USC is increased to 50 %, the

ultrasonic vibration enlarges the wire deformation and frictional wear as shown in Fig. 3.16 (b).

Fig. 3.15 SEM image of primary bonding site. IF = 500 mN, USC = 50%, BFC = 50 mN,
BTC = 25 ms, T = 220°C, shift = 0 µm. No bonding stage.

Insulation
layer
transferred
to substrate

10 µm

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.16 SEM images of bottom of wire deformed with IF = 1200 mN and USC (a) 15 % and
(b) 50 %. BFC = 50 mN, BTC = 25 ms, T = 220  °C, shift = 0 µm. No bonding stage.

10 µm
10 µm
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However, only little insulation transfer to the substrate is observed after using high IF, as shown

on the primary bond location in Fig. 3.17. 

Even with the shift of 20 µm, the bare wire portion of the insulated wire which will be

bonded to the fresh substrate during the bonding stage is limited which may reduce the PF. Fur-

thermore, the portion of tail bond which is the second loop of the BWW is already broken with

USC of 50 % as shown in Fig. 3.16 (b), which may result in premature tail breaking (short tail)

during the bonding stage. It is concluded that USC of 50 % with IF of 500 mN is a suitable set of

process variables for the CS process. 

Fig. 3.17 SEM image of primary bonding site. IF = 900 mN, USC = 50 %, BFC = 50 mN,
BTC = 25 ms, T = 220 °C, shift = 0 µm. No bonding stage.

10 µm
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3.5 PF Results with CS 

Results of confirmation runs with insulated Au wire with CS process and bare Au wire with

the basic process are shown in Fig. 3.18. The parameters used are summarized in Table 3. The

average + standard deviation (σ) PF obtained with insulated wire and the CS process is 90.11 +

7.87 mN, which is 2.4 + 2.0 mN larger (95 % confidence level) than that obtained previously with

bare wire and the basic process. The CS process PF improvement compared to the basic process

with insulated wire is 26% + 3%. Standard PF quality can be obtained with the CS process and

insulated wire. 

Bare Au Wire Insulated Au Wire
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Fig. 3.18 Pull force comparison of crescent bonds with insulated Au wire bonded using
basic process, and bare Au wire bonded using CS process.
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Table 3. 3:  Process Parameters for Comparison Experiment.

Parameter Name Value for modified 
process

Value for basic 
process

Impact IF 500 mN 450 mN

Cleaning Stage

BFC 50 mN

n/a
USC 50%

BTC 25 ms

Shift 20 µm

Bonding Stage

BF 500 mN 450 mN

US 15% 15%

BT 25 ms 25 ms
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3.6 Tail Pull Force

3.6.1  Premature Tail Break

During the optimization process by iteration, EFO errors (or short tail) are observed as

shown in Fig. 3.19. This is due to premature tail break. This may lead to a decrease in the stability

of the crescent bonding process. Thus, the tail pull force (TPF) is measured at various US to

investigate the effect of US on the TPF. During the TPF measurement, the tail bond made at the

first crescent bond breaks as shown in Fig. 3.20. Figure 3.21 shows the tail pull force results at the

third iteration of the crescent bond optimization. The TPF increases as the US increases from 10%

to 20 %. It remains constant up to US of 45 % and then decreases. The maximum TPF obtained is

46.71 mN at US of 45 %. The TPF at the optimized parameter is 30.95 mN. 

The TPF test with commercial pull tester is time consuming. Furthermore, during wire loop-

ing to the second crescent, the tail bond may be weaken due to the friction between the capillary

and the wire and the bonding during the second looping process. 

EFO open or short tail

Fig. 3.19 Short tail error message displayed in the ESEC 3088 bonding machine.
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Fig. 3.20 SEM image showing the first (middle) crescent bond made during BWW bonding
process.
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Fig. 3.21 Tail pull forces measured at third iteration of the crescent bond optimization at
various US. 
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3.7 Summary

The feasibility of a modified bonding process is investigated in order to improve the cres-

cent bond quality. The evolution of the crescent bond imprint morphologies left on the Ag lead-

frames is studied in detail with SEM to understand the effects of the bonding parameters on the

insulation layer removal. The major findings from this study are summarized as follows:

• A basic bonding process used to bond bare Au wire on wire bonders, typically equipped with

ultrasonic transducers operating at frequencies of 120 kHz and greater, is not sufficient to

bond insulated Au wire yielding equivalent pull strengths.

• In a modified process with a cleaning stage, a combination of low impact force, ultrasound,

and 20 µm shift can play a significant role in crescent bond formation and initiating the insu-

lation removal of insulated Au wire.  

• The average pull force with the cleaning stage before the basic bonding process is comparable

to that obtained with bare Au wire.  
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Chapter 4   Cu Crescent Bonding 
Process Optimization and Under-
standing of Tail Bond Formation

 In conventional wire bonding process optimization the crescent bond is tested by destruc-

tively pulling the loop and measuring the pull force (PF) required to break the bond. While this

method assures the final quality, it does not necessarily minimize production stoppages which can

reduce manufacturing throughput significantly. Many stoppages are caused by short-tail and tail-

lift errors, caused by a reduced tail bond strength. A consistent tail breaking operation is needed

for robust Cu wire bond production with little operator assistance required to restart stopped

machines.

This chapter discusses an experimental study performed to understand tail bond formation

in thermosonic Cu ball bonding process and its effect on the FAB formation. Using the TBF mea-

surement method described in Chapter 2, a new concept to concurrently optimize the Cu crescent

and tail bonding process is described in Chapter 4.1. In Chapter 4.2, tail bond formation with tail

bond imprint is discussed. 
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4.1 Concurrent Optimization of Cres-
cent and Tail Bonding Process

4.1.1  Experimental

An optimization process is developed in order to increase the robustness of tail bond with

acceptable crescent bond strength, in which for simplicity all wire loops are made perpendicular

to the ultrasound direction. The bonding parameters US, BF, and IF, BT, and T are varied to con-

duct a series of crescent bond optimization steps. 

The second step is carried out to confirm the BT and T parameters which have been prese-

lected earlier. Values for T are varied from 120 °C to 260 °C in 20 °C steps, and values for BF are

varied from 7 ms to 41 ms in 2 ms steps. For each setting, 25 measurements are made. T is con-

trolled using a thermocouple located inside the oven. On the heater, there is an about 1 cm thick

heater plate adapted to the type of leadframes used. Thus, the bonding surface of the leadframes

on the heater plate is an about 2 to 3 cm above the heater thermocouple. To estimate the ∆T

between the bonding surface and T, temperature measurements with a thermocouple pressed to

the centers of the heater plate and the heater (oven) without the heater plate show that the actual

temperature of the diepad surface is approximately 20 K lower than T. 

Third, process windows (PWs) for several responses are quantified and compared. To this

end, 1800 loops are bonded distributed over more than 11 diepads. Figure 4.1. shows the bonding

profile used for TBF measurement in order to minimize the diepad variations. A total of 200

bonds are made on a diepad. All five US levels and all 20 BF levels were used on each diepad,
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resulting in all 1000 parameter combinations used on each diepad. Subsequently, responses are

averages of data obtained from several diepads to minimize diepad-to-diepad variations. 

During bonding of the rows, the occurrences of non-sticks are noted and the TBFs are mea-

sured. After bonding, the samples remain at high temperature on the bonder for three minutes.

The bonded wire shape symmetry is evaluated using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Top

view micrographs are taken using the back scattered electron (BSE) method to obtain a clear con-

trast between wire and substrate metals as shown in Fig. 4.2 (a). A typical bonded wire deforma-

Fig. 4.1 Illustration of bonding profile used for concurrent optimization.
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tion as measured at the location indicated by “α” is two wire diameters. To evaluate the PF, the

bonded wires were pulled with a commercial tester. The pull speed was 200 µm/s. The pull hook

was positioned at a location between first and second bond sites which is about 30% of the dis-

tance closer to the crescent bond. This assures the pull force value from the crescent bond is

obtained. A total of 15 bonds for each setting are pulled. 

The process capability index (cpk) [22] is an indication of the ability of a process to produce

output with specification limits. For the present application, it is defined using

where PF is the average PF, LSL is the lower specification limit, and σ is the standard devi-

ation. Values of cpk are determined for PF using LSLPF = 24 mN, a limit determined using a stan-

dard limit for Au wire bonds and assuming the maximum angle between wire loop and substrate

during pulling is about 60° [20]. For TBF, the cpk values are calculated using LSLTBF = 10 mN, a

limit below which the tail might not hold firmly.

Fig. 4.2 Example crescent bond. (a) BSE-SEM micrograph and location of deforma-
tion measurement. (b) Area definitions for tail and crescent bonds. 
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4.1.2  Results and Discussion

4.1.2.1  T and BT effect on PF and TBF

The effects of BT on TBF and PF are shown in Fig. 4.3. It is observed that the longer the

BT, the higher TBF, but the lower PF. Hence, a trade-off between TBF and PF quality is required

when choosing BT while keeping in mind a shorter BT means higher throughput. In this study, a

BT of 25 ms is selected. 

Fig. 4.3 PF and TBF measured for various ultrasonic bonding times. T = 220 °C.
IF = 1000 mN. US = 63%. BF = 450 mN.
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The effects of T on TBF and PF  are shown in Fig. 4.4. Both TBF and PF mainly increase

with T with a rate that is highest between 200 °C and 220 °C. A reason for this high rate is the fact

that AgO decomposes at temperatures of 200 °C and higher [82]. The highest values of PF and

TBF occur with T values of 220 °C and higher, ie. temperatures on the diepad are expected in the

range in which Ag oxide decomposes. A value of 220 °C is selected for the other experiments in

this study. 
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Fig. 4.4 PF and TBF measured for various values of the heater temperature (T).
BT = 25 ms. IF = 1000 mN. US = 63%. BF = 450 mN.
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4.1.2.2  US/BF Process Windows

The occurrence of non-sticks and the symmetry of the bonded wire shape are considered

basic process quality indicators. The US/BF parameter combinations for which these indicators

are found acceptable are shown as shaded area in Fig. 4.5. The open squares indicate the settings

tested as indicated in Fig. 4.1. 

Non-sticks are crescent bonds lifted off if US is too low, eg. from region A in Fig. 4.5.

Examples of wires that did not stick are shown in Fig. 4.6 (a), indicating wires broken away from

the second bond site and bent upwards. The formation of such shapes is illustrated in Figs. 4.7 (a),

(b), and (c). After bonding the crescent bond as illustrated in Fig. 4.7 (a), the open wire clamp

moves up together with the capillary to thread out the length of wire required as a tail. Then, the

Fig. 4.5 US/BF process window for wire deformation. IF: 1000 mN; BT: 25 ms; T: 220 °C.
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movement stops for a moment to allow for the wire clamp to close. The movement resumes

upwards intended to break the tail bond only but fails due to the crescent bond lift off as shown in

Fig. 4.7 (b). The electronic lift-off detection system has been disabled for this study, so the move-

ment continues up to the EFO position. Figure 4.7 (c) illustrates how the wire is stretched until it

breaks at the location where it has been weakened during crescent bonding. The bonded wire

springs back to a shape shown in gray resulting from the looping and crescent bond operations.

The remaining tail is bent away from the capillary axis as shown in Fig. 4.7 (d). EFO produces a

ball and then the clamp opens, but the bend in the wire prevents the wire from being completely

pulled up as illustrated in Fig. 4.7 (e), so the ball is not properly placed at the capillary tip. There-

fore, the subsequent ball bond operation squeezes the bent wire sideways while the FAB hangs

out of the bonding zone as illustrated in Fig. 4.7 (f). 

200 µm

Fig. 4.6 Defective crescent bonds: (a) Lift off. (b) Excessive wire deformation.

(a)

(b)

lift off crescent bonds

20 µm
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An acceptable deformation which is 1.5 that of an acceptable shape. Such bonds are

obtained with settings from region C in Fig. 4.5. In Fig. 4.6 (b), tail residue remains within the

chamfer area which can indicate a high TBF. However, such bonds have suboptimal PF and dis-

tort the wire loop. 

Advanced process quality indicators are PF and TBF. Figure 4.8 (a) shows the contour plot

of the average PF obtained for the settings tested. For high values of US the PF decreases, possi-

bly caused by ultrasonic fatigue, indicated by all bonds breaking at the heel as defined in

Fig. 4.2 (b). The highest PF is 89.1 mN, obtained with 50 % and 500 mN of US and BF, respec-

Fig. 4.7 Illustrations of non-stick event. (a) crescent bonding deforms wire, (b) tail
breaking also breaks crescent bond, (c) tail extends and breaks where
deformed, (d) tail end bent sideways, (e) ball formed and (f) first bond defect. 
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Fig. 4.8 Contour plot of (a) PF and (b) cpkPF. IF: 1000 mN; BT: 25 ms; T: 220 °C.
Highest value marked by cross . 
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tively. Figure 4.8 (b) shows the cpkPF contour plot obtained with the PF data. The highest cpkPF is

4.51, obtained with 60 % and 850 mN of US and BF, respectively. 

Figure 4.9 (a) shows the contour plot of the average TBF. The highest average TBF is

55.5 mN, obtained with 500 mN and 70 % of BF and US, respectively. Figure 4.9 (b) shows the

contour plot of cpkTBF. The highest value of cpkTBF found is 3.94, obtained with 400 mN and

60 % of BF and US, respectively. 

4.1.2.3  Combined PWs

To propose settings for production, we require cpk = 2 for both, PF and TBF in this example

process. The optimized settings are found in a combined PW, defined by the intersections shown

in Fig. 4.11. The largest of these intersections can be found at relatively low levels of BF. Smaller

intersection are in the top left corner. The largest possible ellipse fitted inside this combined PW

covers a bit less than 100 mN in the BF dimension, but more than 10 % in the US dimension. The

suggested working point in the ellipse center is US = 57 % and BF = 430 mN. 

For this concurrent optimization, the BF parameter turns out to be more sensitive than in a

conventional PF only optimization. For a detailed analysis, the PF & TBF cpk data is shown for

US = 60% in Figs. 4.10 (a) and (b), respectively. The cpk errorbars are calculated using Eqn. (2.3)

[65]. Only for BF = 450 mN, both the PF and the TBF cpk are well above 2. 

It is suggested to repeat the described procedure with different samples of capillaries and on

different wire bonder to validate these results, as well as to obtain optimized parameters for wire

loops oriented in and opposed to the horn direction. 
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Fig. 4.9 Contour plot of (a) TBF and (b) cpkTBF . IF: 1000 mN; BT: 25 ms; T: 220 °C.
Highest value marked by cross . 
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Fig. 4.10 Cpk values measured with US = 60% vs. BF for (a) TBF and (b) PF. 
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cpkPF > 2

cpkTBF > 2

Intersect

Fig. 4.11 PWs intersection. (cpkPF > 2.0, cpkTBF > 2.0). Suggested working point marked by
a cross . 
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4.2 Tail Bond Imprint Study

4.2.1  Experimental

In order to obtain uniform FABs for stable ball bonding, a forming gas mixed with 5 %H2 +

95 %N2 at the gas flow rate of 0.5 l/m is used. The tail bond strength is optimized with the online

TBF measurement described in Chapter 2. The bonding parameters varied for the iteration are

US, IF, and BF, while BT and T are 25 ms and 220 °C, respectively. The maximized TBF is

obtained with US, IF, and BF of 80 %, 1100 mN, 500 mN, respectively. These parameters are

called optimized parameters in the following. 

Figure 4.12 shows an illustration of the study carried out. Two type of responses, (1) tail bond

imprint structure and (2) TBF, are obtained with various process settings and their correlations are

WBA
TBI
TBBF

TBF

Fig. 4.12 Schematic overview of the investigation.
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investigated. The effect of IF on TBF with Au wire is less than that of the parameters US and BF

as shown in Fig. 2.12. Therefore, US and BF are chosen to be investigated in this study. 

Wire bonds are made on the diepad. To remove the diepad variation previously reported in

Fig. 2.19, five different diepads from five different strips are selected for each bonding. A total of

20 TBFs are measured to obtain reliable results. Each sample size for WBA, TBI and TBBF is 10.

Backscattered electron (BSE) and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) are used to distinguish the ele-

ment distribution and quantify the content of Cu, respectively, on the tail bond imprint.

4.2.2  Tail bond imprint structure defined by dis-
tinct areas

Several areas in the imprint of the tail bond are identified and described in this section. A

typical imprint of the tail bond is shown in Fig. 4.13 (a). Four different tail bond areas (TBAs) are

observed as indicated by the numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4. These areas are defined as 

1. wire residue area (WRA), 

2. wire breaking area (WBA), 

3. area characterized by increase surface wear, formed by the combined action of ultrasound

(US), bonding force (BF), and impact force (IF), resulting in a relatively strong bond

contributing to the breaking force (TBBF), and

4. tail bond imprint area formed with impact force (TBI), respectively. 
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The areas are illustrated in Fig. 4.13 (b). The TBI area includes TBBF, WBA, and WRA.

The TBBF area includes WBA and WRA. The WBA and WRA areas are not overlapping. The

outer circle in Fig. 4.13 (b) reflects the chamfer diameter, 51 µm, and the inner circle (marked by

B) indicates surface mark formed by the chamfer during the process.

(a)

(b)

Crescent-
bond

14
3

2

Fig. 4.13 (a) SEM image of a typical tail bond imprint and (b) schematic of tail bonded area
definition. 

10 µm

B
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diameter

TBBF TBI WBA WRA
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4.2.3  Results

4.2.3.1  Influence of Bonding Parameters on Tail Bond 
Areas

The tail bond imprint structure is expected to depend on process parameters such as US and

BF, as do the bond strengths of Au ball bonds [83, 84] and Au crescent bonds [28, 27].

Figure 4.14 shows that US does not influence TBI much as it remains in the range of 650 µm2 to

750 µm2. Figure 4.15 similarly shows that the TBI remains within an even tighter range for vari-

ous BF values. However, TBBF depends strongly on BF for parts of the range shown. The values

of TBBF depend much less on US, remaining in the range of 350 µm2 to 480 µm2. 
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Fig. 4.14 TBI and TBBF vs. US. IF = 1000 mN, BF = 500 mN, BT = 25 ms, T = 220 °C. 
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In the case of various BF values, the TBBF shows two different stages, A and B as indicated in

Fig. 4.15. The increase of TBBF is as large as 1.07 µm2/mN in stage A (300 mN to 500 mN) and

0.09 µm2/mN in stage B. To find an explanation for the transition between the stages, two SEM

images of imprints with BF of 300 mN and 500 mN are shown in Fig. 4.16 (a) and (b), respec-

tively. The TBBF does not reach to the edge of TBI with BF of 300 mN as shown in Fig. 4.16 (a)

while it does with BF of 500 mN as shown in Fig. 4.16 (b) and with all other imprints made with

higher BFs. 

An explanation for stage A is not fully known. More ultrasound enhanced wire deformation

[60] can take place with BF = 500 mN compared to BF = 300 mN, resulting in the TBBF reach-

ing to the edge of TBI. For BF > 500 mN, no further deformation occurs, resulting in slowing the

TBBF growth with BF in stage B.
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Fig. 4.15 TBI and TBBF vs. BF. IF = 1000 mN, US = 72 %, BT = 25 ms, T = 220 °C.
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4.2.3.2  TBF and Tail Bond Areas

The comparisons of TBF, WBA, and WRA obtained with various US and BF are shown in

Fig. 4.17 and Fig. 4.18, respectively. With US variations as shown in Fig. 4.17, the TBF, the

WBA, and the WRA increase as US increases up to 80%. With US further increasing, WBA and

WRA continues to increase while TBF decreases. In case of BF, the change of the TBF is similar

(a)

(b)

Ultrasound
direction

Fig. 4.16 SEM images of tail bond imprints made with BF of (a) 300 mN and (b) 500 mN.
IF = 1000 mN, US = 72 %, BT = 25 ms, T = 220 °C.

10 µm

10 µm
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to that of WBA. The errors of WBA are larger with low BF than with high BF (Fig. 4.18). No cor-

relation between the TBF and the WRA is found. 

4.2.3.3  The Effects US and BF on Interface Morphology 
and Composition

The tail bond imprints are studied with SEM after wire pull test. Figures 4.19 (a) - (c) show

SEM micrographs of imprints obtained with US of 52 %, 60 %, and 72 %, respectively. With

US = 52 %, no fracture residues on TBBF are observed in Fig. 4.19 (a), only Cu residues remain

at the edge of the crescent bond but not in the center, indicating an insufficient bond. As US

increases to 60 %, fracture residue islands are observed at the edge of the TBBF as shown in Fig.

Fig. 4.17 TBF, WBA, and WRA vs. US. IF = 1000 mN, BF = 500 mN, BT = 25 ms,
T = 220 °C.
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4.19 (b). With US = 72 %, a fracture line indicated by B in Fig. 4.19 (c) was developed inside

TBBF. The fracture line is about 9 µm inside of the capillary chamfer. BSE image of the tail like

that in Fig. 4.21 show that the fracture did not occur in the wire. Ag diepad is fractured and Ag

residue is attached on the bottom of the wire tail. No residue of Cu is found, but a grey shade

along the line D in Fig. 4.20. 

In order to identify the composition of the grey line observed in BSE image in Fig. 4.20, EDX

line scanning is performed starting from the border between crescent and tail bond extending in

wire direction as shown in Fig. 4.22. The results are shown in Fig. 4.23. It is found that the grey

line is Cu. The highest Cu contents are detected at around 9 µm from point E. As US increases

from 52 % to 80 %, the highest Cu contents obtained increases from 10 at% to 40 at%. The Cu

Fig. 4.18 TBF, WBA, and WRA vs. BF. IF = 1000 mN, US = 72 %, BT = 25 ms, T = 220 °C.
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Fig. 4.19 SEM images of the imprint of TBA at US of 52 %, (b) 60 %, and (c) 72 %.
IF = 1000 mN, BF = 500 mN, BT = 25 ms, T = 220 °C. 

(a)

(b) (c)

Crescent
 bond

Fracture
D

10 µm

10 µm

10 µm

Fig. 4.21 BSE image of the bottom of wire tail after tail breaks. 

10 µm
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contents on the other portion of TBA is around 10 at%. Cu has diffused into the Ag diepad during

the tail bonding process. 

The effect of bonding force on interface morphology and composition is studied. Figures 4.24

(a) and (b) are BSE images showing the tail bond area obtained with BF of 300 mN and 1000 mN,

respectively. With the lower BF, no trace of Cu is apparent on the TBBF. As BF increases to

Fig. 4.20 BSE image of the imprint of TBA with US of 72 %. IF = 250 mN, BF = 500 mN,
BT = 25 ms, T = 220 °C.

10 µm

Area with 
grey shade

Crescent-
bond

EDX line scanning

Fig. 4.22 Schematics of EDX line scanning.

EDX line scanning 
starting point
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1000 mN, a grey line of Cu, indicated by γ, is observed which is located at around 10 µm away

from the chamfer imprint. 

To confirm the change of Cu contents with BF changes, EDX line scannings are carried out

along a line like that shown in Fig. 4.22. The results are shown in Fig. 4.25. With BF = 300 mN,

no significant changes of Cu contents in TBBF are observed. With BF = 600 mN, a maximum of

38 at% of Cu is found. With BF = 1000 mN, the area where Cu is detected has expanded toward

the crescent bond. The highest amount of Cu detected is about 83 at%. 
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Fig. 4.23 Cu contents change obtained with EDX as US increases. IF = 1000 mN,
BF = 500 mN, BT = 25 ms, T = 220 °C.
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4.2.4  Discussion

4.2.4.1  Influence of US on tail bond growth

The tail bond formation kinetics with respect to rising ultrasound parameters is discussed

using Figs. 4.19 (a), (b), and (c). With low US, only deformation in the TBBF is observed (Fig.

4.19 (a)). As US is increased, the fractures start at the periphery of the TBBF (Fig. 4.19 (b)), and

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.24 BSE images of tail bond area at different BF. (a) 300 mN and (b) 1000 mN.

10 µm

γ

EDX line scanning

10 µm

10 µm
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extend to the center of the TBBF (Fig. 4.19 (c)). This bond formation description agrees with

those reported in Au wire crescent bonding [28, 27] and Al wedge bonding processes [85]. With

further increase of US, tail bond extends to the inside of the capillary hole which is 8-10 µm away

from the capillary chamfer as shown in Fig. 4.26. In addition, the WRA is increased toward the

capillary hole as US increases. The tail bond formation with US is summarized in Fig. 4.27. Due

to the force applied, ultrasonic friction does not occur with low US. As US increases, the ultra-

sonic friction starts at the edge of contact area as indicated by “β”, resulting in a “partial bond”

which fractures during wire tail break leaving a characteristic “fracture area”. With increasing US,

the WR is growing from the capillary chamfer to the hole. With further increase of US, WR and

WBA cover all of TBBF. 
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Fig. 4.25 Cu contents change obtained with EDX as BF increases. IF = 1000 mN,
US = 72 %, BT = 25 ms, T = 220 °C.
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4.2.4.2  Relationship between TBF and WBA

The tensile strength (σUTS) of wire in conventional wire tensile test is expressed using

where σUTS is tensile strength of the wire, f is applied force to break the wire, and A is cross-

sectional area of the wire. 

For TBF measurement, the Eqn (4.2) can be modified using

It can be known from the Eqn. (4.3) that the TBF is dependant on deformed wire strength

(σWRA) and area (WBA) where the wire breaks. 

Fig. 4.26 BSE image of tail bond imprint with US of 80%. 

10 µm

σUTS
f
A
----=  (4.2)

TBF σWR AWBA×=  (4.3)
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Fig. 4.27 Mechanism of tail bond formation as US increases. 
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The results obtained with US and BF as shown in Figs. 4.17 and 4.18 indicate that the TBF

does not directly relate to WBA. It is because of the additional interfacial bond strength (IBS) as

shown in Fig. 4.19 (additional fracture area). Hence, the TBF can be expressed using

No indication of fracture on the TBI is observed with US lower than 52 % as shown in Figs.

4.19 (a) and which means that the IBS becomes zero. The TBF becomes proportional to σWR and

AWBA. The TBF is 53.7 mN and the AWBA is 28.7 µm2 with US of 52 % as shown in Fig. 4.17.

The σWRA is calculated to be 1.9 mN/µm2. As US increases, ultrasonic friction increases, result-

ing in IBS increase. Therefore, the correlation between TBF and WBA is smaller for US larger

than 75 % (Fig. 4.17). Mayer and Schwizer [86] reported that ultrasonic friction increases first

and then decreases as BF increases. As shown in Fig. 4.18, with BF lower than 500 mN the corre-

lation between the TBF and WBA is not found because the IBS in the Eqn. (4.4) increases. Hence,

in order to find the correlation IBS should be considered. On the other hand, as BF increases,

ultrasonic friction decreases, resulting in less interfacial fracture occurring. The effect of the IBS

is reduced, resulting in a larger correlation between the TBF and WBA.

The tensile breaking load (force) of 25µm Cu wire is measured with Instron 5540 Microtester

(MA, USA). In order to have statistically reliable average, a total of 20 measurements were per-

formed. The wire length and test speed used [87] are 254 mm and 25.4 mm/min, respectively. The

tensile breaking force obtained is 127 + 4 mN. The radius of the wire used here is 12.5 µm. With

Eqn. 4.2, the σUTS is calculated to be 0.52 mN/µm2. It is concluded that the σWRA is 3.6 times

higher than σUTS when US, BF, and IF of 52 %, 500 mN, and 1250 mN, respectively, are applied

TBF σWR AWBA× σIBBF AIBBF×+=

⎧ ⎪ ⎨ ⎪ ⎩ ⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩  (4.4)
IBSWRS
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on the Cu wire for bonding. The increase of the σWRA compared to  σUTS is accounted with the

increase of the material strength by material plastic deformation [88]. 
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4.3  Summary

The innovative use of a proximity sensor attached to a commercial wire bonder allowed for

the first time to concurrently optimize the two process responses PF and TBF for an example wire

bonding process. The tail bond imprints are investigated with SEM. The major findings from this

study are summarized as follows:

• Increasing the ultrasonic bonding time results in higher TBF but lower PF values. Values for

PF and TBF are highest for process temperatures higher than the stability range of Ag oxide. 

• US/BF PWs for average and cpk values are not directly overlapping. The US optimized for

maximum average PF needs to be increased to maximize cpkPF. The opposite is observed for

TBF. The US optimized for maximum average TBF needs to be reduced to maximize cpkTBF.

• There is a partial overlap of PWs for the cpk values of PF and TBF. The PW for TBF is

smaller than that for PF. The Cu wire bonding process robustness was improved for the

example process by reducing the BF from 700 mN to 450 mN. The new setting

simultaneously achieves PF and TBF cpk values of at least 2.

• Tail bond quality depends on the interfacial bond strength and the deformed wire breaking

strength. With high US or low BF, interfacial bond strength is higher than that with low US or

high BF. Wire breaking strength is dominant with low US or high BF. 
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• Wire material (Cu) is diffused into the Ag surface on the tail bond imprint 8 - 10 µm away

from the capillary chamfer. The amount of Cu is highest for high US and BF values. The wire

residue increases into the inside chamfer of the capillary. Surface fracture of the Ag diepad

extends into the center of the tail bond with US increase. 

• For strong tail bonds, the Ag diepad surface fractures leaving Ag residues on the wire tail. 
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Chapter 5   Influence of Substrate 
Material Pick-up on Free Air Ball

 Chip damages, such as pad peeling, cratering, or dielectric layer delamination, are major

concerns in thermosonic Cu ball bonding process [58, 60, 79]. As low - k materials which are

mechanically weaker than SiO2 are applied as dielectric layers in order to increases performance

and decrease noise by cross talk in microelectronic device, minimizing chip damage becomes a

challenge. 

Despite a number of studies performed, there is still lack of understanding of the sporadic

occurrence of chip damage in thermosonic wire bonding. Especially, no studies have been

reported on the possibility of metallization material being picked up by the wire tail during break-

ing from the metallization and the effect of such pick - up on the Cu wire FAB formation. The

substrate material pick - up on the wire tail are discussed in Chapter 5.2. The effects of bonding

parameters on the substrate material pick up are demonstrated in Chapter 5.3. The influences of

the substrate material pick up on FAB diameter, hardness, and oxidation are reported in Chapters

5.4, 5.5, and 5.6, respectively. 
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5.1 Bond - off Process Modifications

The tail breaking process has been described in Chapter 2.1 and is understood by investigat-

ing tail bond imprint micrographs in Chapter 4.2. In this chapter, a new finding with closely look-

ing at the tail bond imprint is reported as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. 

All FAB samples have diameters of 50 µm and are produced within 30 min using a nominal

substrate temperature of 150 °C and a shielding gas mixture of 95 % N2 and 5 % H2. The samples

are removed from the bonder, mounted with epoxy at ambient temperature, and cross-sectioned. 

A Leco DM-400 Microhardness tester is used to make up to three indentations per cross-

sectioned FAB. The holding time is 15 s. The Vickers Hardness (HV) is calculated with

HV = 1.854 × F / D2, where F = 50 mN is the applied indentation force and D is the area of

indentation measured with an optical microscope with image-pro software (Media cybernetics,

Bethesda, MD, USA). An example of a cross-sectioned FAB with indentation marks is shown in

Fig. 5.2 

Fig. 5.1 Top view of tail and crescent bonds. 

Tail bond imprint

Chamfer radius

Capillary tip imprint

Crescent 
bond 
area

Wire

SEM imprint investigation
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Three bond-off process modifications with and without EFO are made. These modifications

serve the respective purposes of providing pick up evidence, understanding pick up process better,

and comparing the FABs produced with and without pick up. 

Process modification 1 (PM1) is a standard bond-off of the required wire end sample fol-

lowed by a manual bending operation, as shown in Figs. 5.3.(a) - (e) and listed in the following. 

(a) Creating a wire tail.

(b) the wire tail is manually bent using a stiff wire as a tool.

30 µm

Fig. 5.2 Optical microscopy of indentation marks.

(a) (b)

wire clamp
wire

capillary

Careful bending (1st)
Substrate

Careful bending 

(e)

SEM

(d)

Fig. 5.3 Illustration of bond - off process without EFO fire in order to investigate the pick
up by Cu wire tail. Arrows indicate careful bending.
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(c) A standard bond-off process is performed. The standard bond-off process leaves

the bent wire piece on the metallization

(d) One more bending operation is manually carried out, resulting in the remaining

wire standing at 90º for SEM observation. Examples of resulting samples are

shown in Fig 5.4. 

Process modification 2 (PM2) allows to study the flattened zone of the wire where it was

pressed to the substrate and is illustrated in Figs. 5.5 (a) - (h), corresponding to the following

steps. 

(a) Creating a wire tail. 

(b) Wire tail is carefully bent as indicated by an arrow.

Fig. 5.4 Bond - off process without EFO fire exposing the tail end underside suitable for
material pick up investigation.

100 µm

Cu wire tail

SEM
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(c) A bond-off without US is performed, creating an initial flattened contact area on

the wire piece. 

(d) The lack of US results in the wire not sticking on the metallization and moving up

with the capillary to the set position. 

(e) The wire is bent again. 

(f) a normal bond-off is performed with US, BF, and IF of 60 %, 450 mN, and

1000 mN, respectively.

(g) Due to the US used, the bent wire piece remains bonded on the metallization.

(a) (b)

wire clamp
wire

capillary

Careful bending (1st)

Bond-off with impact
US = 0% and BF = 0 mN

(c)

Non - stick

(e)

Careful bending (2nd)

(f)

Normal bond-off parameters
US = 60%, BF = 450 mN, 

Substrate

(g)

Careful bending (3rd)

and IF = 1000 mN

(h)

SEM

(d)

Fig. 5.5 Illustration of bond - off process modification for studying the pick up by impact.
Arrows indicate careful bending.
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(h) The wire piece is bent to expose the initial contact area of the wire piece for SEM

observation.

Process modification 3 (PM3) aims to obtain FABs without substrate material pick-up for

comparison. The bond-off process is modified as illustrated in Figs. 5.6 (a) to (f). The details of

this procedure are explained in the following. 

(a) A single EFO is carried out to produce a 50 µm diameter FAB. 

(b) A normal bond - off operation is carried out without bending the wire. A ball is

bonded.

(c) During the subsequent wire breaking operation, the wire breaks in the heat -

affected - zone above the ball. A tail without any Ag pick - up is produced. 

tail 
formed

(a) (b)

(e)

(f)

(c)

Fig. 5.6 Illustration of bond-off process modified to obtain FAB without Ag pick up.
Arrow indicates careful bending.

without

electrical
flame-off

(d)

substrate
contactsubstrate 

(Ag plated)

careful bending
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(d) An EFO is made to wire material which had no physical contact to the substrate

metallization. 

(e) The resulting wire with FAB will be bent over manually to allow for a normal

bond - off. 

(f) A normal bond - off is made. The FAB sample is fixed to the substrate and ready

for inspection. 
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5.2 Pick up of Substrate Metallization

The SEM image of an imprint area as defined in Fig. 5.1 is shown in Fig. 5.7 showing duc-

tile fractures indicated by arrows. The BSE image of a similar sample produced with the same

process is shown in Fig. 5.8 (a) confirms that no Cu residue piece is left on the substrate and the

fracture occurs inside the substrate material. The study of BSE images of wire tails confirms that

substrate material is picked up by the Cu wire as shown in Fig. 5.9. The EDX results shown in

Fig. 5.10 confirms that the white areas in Fig. 5.9 are Ag. Similar white areas picked up by Cu

Fig. 5.7 SEM of Cu tail bond imprint on Ag plated substrate showing fractured area in
Fig. 5.1.

2 µm

(a) (b)

Fig. 5.8 Tail bond imprint made with (a) Cu and (b) Au wires.

AuCu

Au residue

10 µm10 µm
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wire tail when tail break occurs on BGA Au substrate are observed as shown in Fig. 5.11. The

EDX results shown in Fig. 5.12 confirms that the white areas in Fig. 5.11 are Au. 

However, with Au wire, the fracture occurs inside the wire material, resulting in Au residue

left on the imprint as shown in Fig. 5.8 (b). In addition, Au wire tail picks up Ag from leadframe

as shown in Fig. 5.13. Tail bond imprint observation of Au wire is made on Ag plated leadframes

only as the determination of Au left on Au substrates is not straightforward. 

Fig. 5.9 Ag pick up found on Cu tail when Cu wire is bonded on Ag leadframe.

10 µm

Ag pick up

C

Fig. 5.10 EDX result of the white area in Fig. 5.9.
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Fig. 5.11 Au pick up found on Cu tail when Cu wire is bonded on Au BGA substrate. IF,
US, BF, BT, and T are 400 mN, 50%, 450 mN, 25 ms, and 150 °C, respectively. 
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Fig. 5.12 EDX result of the white area in Fig. 5.11.
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Fig. 5.13 Ag pick up found on Au tail. IF, US, BF, BT, and T are 400 mN, 50%, 450 mN,
25 ms, and 220 °C, respectively.
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5.3  Influence of Bonding Parameters

Two types of processes are investigated to separate the effects of bonding parameters on the

amount of pick up. They are impact process (IF without US and BF) which corresponds to a force

only process, and friction process (IF with US and BF) which combines force with ultrasound.

For simplicity, on Cu wire is used for this parameter study.

5.3.1  Force without Ultrasound

In order to understand the effect of individual process parameters on the pick up of material,

first only IF is used to study the Cu wire deformation and pick up on BGA Au substrate using

PM2. The IF is varied from 200 mN to 1200 mN in 200 mN steps while US, BF, BT, and T are

fixed to 0 %, 0 mN, 5 ms, and 150 °C, respectively. 

The contact area is investigated with BSE as shown in Figs 5.14 (a) - (d), showing samples

after application of IFs of 200, 600, 800, and 1200 mN, respectively. Pick up in the form of bright

Au particles is found on the Cu wire with each tested IF value. 

The Cu wire with IF of 200 mN is very small [Fig. 5.14 (a)]. As IF is increased to 600mN,

circular substructures on bottom of the Cu wire are observed [Fig. 5.14 (b)]. With IF of 800mN,

the imprints shape is elongated toward crescent bond [Fig. 5.14 (c)]. The imprints substructure on

the wire have an elongated shape with IF of 1200 mN [Fig. 5.14 (d)] towards both wire direction

while circular substructures remain in the centre. This observation is discussed using the illustra-

tion in Figs. 5.15 (a) and (b) With low IF, Cu wire deformation occurs mainly along the IF direc-
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tion (normal force) as shown in Fig. 5.15 (a). As IF increases, Cu wire is further deformed and

pushed to the wire directions, creating a lateral material flow component amplified by the angle

present at the capillary tip as shown in Fig. 5.15 (b). This material flow causes the enlongated

shapes of the imprint structures. 

In contrast to Au metallization, material pick up is not observed on the Cu tail with PM2 IF

Ag metallization is used as shown in Fig. 5.16.

Fig. 5.14 SEM images of Cu wires with IF of (a) 200 mN, (b) 600 mN, (c) 800 mN, and (d)
1200 mN. US, BF, BT, and T are 0 %, 0 mN, 5 ms, and 150 °C, respectively.

Crescent bondTail bond

Enlongated imprint Circular imprint

10 µm 10 µm

10 µm 10 µm

(b)(a)

(c) (d)
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Fig. 5.15 Illustrations of normal and shear force applied during impact. (a) low IF and (b)
high IF.

(a)

(b)

Capillary

Substrate

Fig. 5.16 SEM of imprint of Cu wire made on Ag leadframes with IF of 800 mN. US, BF,
BT, and T are 0 %, 0 mN, 5 ms and 220°C, respectively. 

Tail bond Crescent bond

10 µm
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5.3.2  Ultrasound with Force

To obtain a stable tail breaking force (TBF), the BF parameter is recommended to be under

tight control as shown in Fig. 4.11, eg. by fixing it to BF = 450 mN while US and IF are varied for

the following study. 

The area covered by Au pick ups is quantified with an analysis software. Figure 5.17 shows

the measured area of Au pick up, revealing the strong effect of IF. As IF is increased, the area of

Au pick up decreases. Figures 5.18 (a) and (b) are example SEM images showing pick ups

obtained with IFs of 400 mN and 1000 mN, respectively. With IF = 400 mN, the area of Au pick

up increases as US is increased from 50 % to 60 %. With IF higher than 700 mN, no influence of

US on Au pick is observed. 
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Fig. 5.17 Area of Au pick up depending on US and IF. 
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The relatively high amount of Au pick up observed with IF = 400 mN may be due to the type

of deformation the wire experiences. For such relatively low IF values, the impact type deforma-

tion is less dominate than the ultrasound enhanced deformation (UED) of the wire as it forms the

contact zone. Figure 5.19, shows experimental results of the wire deformation obtained with vari-

ous US values between 0 % and 70 %, and with low and high IF values. The Cu wire is highly

deformed with IF = 1000 mN and further UED is limited to about 7 % with US of 70 %. In con-

trast, the Cu wire deformation with US and IF of 0 % and 400 mN, respectively, is 19.43 µm.

Fig. 5.18 Au pick ups with IFs of (a) 400 mN and (b) 1000 mN. US, BF, BT, and T are
60 %, 450 mN, 25 mN, and 220°C, respectively. 

(a)

(b)

10 µm

10 µm
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While applying US of 70 %, the Cu wire deformation is increased by about 48 % compared to the

value without US. 
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Fig. 5.19 Increase of tail bond width contact region with US and IF. 
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5.4 Free Air Ball (FAB) Diameter

The effects of the Ag pick up on the FAB diameters are investigated. The currents used to

produce FAB samples are 55, 60, 65, 70, and 83 mA while pre-spark voltage and EFO time are

4500 mV and 1 ms, respectively. The diameter measurement are carried out with an optical

microscope. An average diameter D is determined using SEM images as e.g. shown in Fig. 5.20,

providing d1 and d2, i.e. two experimental diameters used to calculate D = (d1 + d2) / 2 which is

used for the subsequent comparisons. 

A total of 20 FABs produced with each current are measured. The results displayed in Fig.

5.21 show that the Ag pick up tends to reduce the FAB diameter, but the analysis of the data vari-

ation yields that this reduction is not significant. The FAB diameters obtained with and without

Ag pick - up are the same with a confidence level above 95 %. 

d1
d2

10 µm

Fig. 5.20 SEM of FAB for diameter measurement. 
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5.5  FAB Hardness Comparison

The two IF values, 400 mN and 1000 mN are selected to produce Cu FABs with higher and

lower amount of Au pick up, respectively. FABs without pick up are used for reference. The FAB

hardness results are shown in Fig. 5.22. The average hardness decreases as the amount of Au pick

up is increased. The FAB hardness average and standard deviation values measured for high, low,

and zero amounts of pick up are 76.8 + 3.4 HV, 75.5 + 7.14 HV, and 74 + 6.0 HV, respectively,

showing a monotonous decrease as pick up increases. The t - value summarized in Table 5. 1 indi-

cates that the hardness of FAB is significantly (95 % confidence level) reduced with Au pick up

with IF of 400 mN. 
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No pick up

Fig. 5.21 Comparison of FAB diameter with and without Ag pick up. The errorbars
indicate the standard deviations.
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The same hardness measurement is performed with and without Ag pick up. For simplicity,

IF of 400 mN is selected. The results is shown in Fig. 5.23 (b). The FAB hardness average and

standard deviation values measured for with and without pick up are 77.8 + 2.74 HV,

79.5 + 3.46 HV, respectively, showing a decrease with pick up. From the statistical calculation of

t - value = 2.1, it is known that the difference of FAB hardness is significant (95 % confident

level). The standard deviations with Au pick up are significantly larger than that without pick up.

It can be known from the comparison of Figs. 5.22 and 5.23 that Au pick up increases the stan-

dard deviation of the hardness while Ag pick up does not. The dopants added in Cu wire in manu-

Fig. 5.22 Hardness comparison of FAB with and without Au pick up. The sample size is 30.
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Table 5. 1:  Summary of t - values obtained with IFs of 400 and 1000 mN.

IF (mN) t - value Significant Difference

400 2.20 Yes

1000 0.91 No
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facturing process are summarized in Table. 5. 2,. The Ag is added in Cu wire during wire

manufacturing process which means that Ag picked up by Cu wire tail increases the contents of

Ag in the FABs. In contrast, Au picked up by Cu wire tail is a foreign element which is not added

during wire manufacturing process. 

With the large distribution in FAB hardness as shown in Fig. 5.22, it is difficult to select a hard-

ness for optimization. If the average hardness is assumed to be selected, the FABs with low hard-

ness values result in overbonding while those with high hardness does not reach to the optimum

ball bond strength. The ball non -stick on the bonding pad may occur if the FABs have extremely

Fig. 5.23 Hardness comparison of FAB with and without Ag pick up. The sample size is 40.

Average hardness
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Table 5. 2:  Dopants and their contents in Cu wire [80]

Dopants Ag Ca Fe Al

Contents (ppm) < 10 < 10 < 1.0 < 10
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high hardness. When FAB hardness is increased, higher bonding parameters are required to obtain

optimum bonding. 

5.5.1  Discussion

It is known that higher hardness of Cu balls than that of Au balls may cause chip damage [3,

58, 81]. Onuki et al [81] reported that with the decrease of ball hardness, chip damage decreases

and disappears when the hardness of the ball decreases to a certain value. Hence, hardness values

can be used for upper specification limit (USL) for chip cratering. 

Using the hardness data obtained with and without Au pick up as shown in Fig. 5.22, the

values of process capability index (cpk) is calculated for each set of FAB hardness measurements

using

where HHV is an average hardness. 

To visualize the effect of the standard deviation on process capability, the cpk values as USL is

changed are shown in Fig. 5.24. USL higher than 119 HV and 110 HV for material pick up by Cu

wire tail, with IFs of 1000 mN and 400 mN is required in order to have cpkHV > 2. It is concluded

that in many cases and in spite of reducing the average FAB hardness, substrate material pick up

by Cu wire tail increases the probability of the chip cratering during Cu ball bonding process. 

The estimated volumetric fractions of Au in 50 µm diameter Cu FABs obtained with IF of

400 mN and 1000 mN are 0.08 % and 0.03 %, respectively. The wire used is 99.99 % pure Cu

cpk USL HHV–
3σ

---------------------------=  (5. 1)
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containing less than 0.01 % (100 ppm) impurities. The estimated Au contents from pick up

exceeds the specified impurity content. The relative Au contents increases as FAB diameter is

decreased as shown in Fig. 5.25. For an FAB that is 35 µm in diameter, Au contents can be 0.23%.

according to the estimation. The pick up thickness is roughly estimated using the SEM image

shown in Fig. 5.26, indicating thickness ranging between 0.1 µm and 1 µm. For simplicity, the

pick up thickness is estimated to be 0.5 µm in subsequent volume estimations. 

Fig. 5.24 Calculated cpk values as USLis increased. 
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Fig. 5.25 Au pick up content changes in FAB with IF when FAB diameters are varied.
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Fig. 5.26 Thickness of Au pick up.
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5.6 Oxidation of Free Air Ball (FAB)

Studies [89, 90] have been carried out in order to protect the hot Cu FAB from oxidation.

The use of a shielding gas of 95 %N2 and 5 %H2 (forming gas) with optimized gas flow rate can

prevent FAB oxidation. 

The electrode-to-wire distance (EWD) is changed from 50 µm to 500 µm in steps of 50 µm

to study the oxidation behavior of the Cu FAB. Figure 5.27 illustrates capillary, wire tail, and elec-

trode to define the EWD during the EFO process. A shielding gas mixed with 5 %H2 and 95 %N2

with a flow rate of 0.5 l/min is used.

FABs with circular shapes like that shown in Fig. 5.28 are formed using all EWD values.

However, for EWD values of 300 µm and higher, lines are formed on the FAB surface both with

and without Ag pick up. An example for this is shown in Fig. 5.29. EDX results summarized in

Fig. 5.27 Definition of tail length and EWD. 

Capillary

Tail length
Electrode to 
Wire Distance (EWD)

Electrode
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Table 5. 3 show that significantly higher amounts of O and Ag are observed on the lines than the

line-free area. A total of 10 measurements from 5 different FABs are conducted for reliable statis-

tical values. As they occur when using the larger EWD distances, the actual position of FAB ball

Fig. 5.28 SEM of FAB formed with EWD = 100 µm.

10 µm

Fig. 5.29 Oxide line formation on the FAB surface at EWD of 300 µm.

line line free area

5 µm

Table 5. 3: Material contents measured at locations on FAB surface (Fig. 5.29). The sample size 
is 10.

Line Line free area

O (wt%) 3.05 + 1.05 0.27 + 0.26

Cu (wt%) 95.6 + 0.96 99.35 + 0.60

Ag (wt%) 1.09 + 0.47 0.38 + 0.24
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during EFO process might be as shown in Fig. 5.30 (b). Even though in the beginning the wire tail

is in the shielding gas effective region (SGER) as shown in Fig. 5.30 (a), the melting and resolidi-

fication of the material to produce the FAB changes the wire end position. The EFO consumes

enough wire length so that the FAB is at least partly above the SGER where more oxygen is in the

gas (Fig. 5.30 (b)), resulting in Cu FAB oxidation. 

After etching of FABs in a solution mixed with 30 ml HCl + 10 g FeCl3 + 120 ml Ethanol

for 30 s, grain boundary lines are found, as shown in Fig. 5.31, which are similar (possibly identi-

flame-off (EFO)
electrode

(a) (b)

Fig. 5.30 Illustrations of sub-optimum shielding gas positioning with respect to (a) tail
before EFO and (b) FAB after EFO. Upper part of FAB outside effective shielding
region. 

Wire tail

Shielding gas 
effective
region

10 µm

Fig. 5.31 SEM of Cu FAB after etching showing lines indicating grain boundaries. 

Grain boundary
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cal) to the oxide lines in Fig. 5.29. Oxide growing faster along grain boundaries than normal to

grain boundaries was reported with other materials [91, 92].
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5.7 Summary

During investigation of the tail bond imprint as discussed in Chapter 4, the substrate surface

fractures in the tail bond area are found. The fractured substrate materials can be attached on the

wire tail end after tail breaking. The evolution of the wire tail end are studied in detail with SEM

and Micro - hardness tester. The major findings from this study are summarized as follows: 

• Cu wire tail picks up Ag and Au from the leadframe and BGA substrate, respectively, during

tail breaking process. In case of Au wire, both Ag pick up and Au wire fracture occur. The

amount of substrate material pick up with Au wire is much smaller than that with Cu wire due

to the Au wire being fractured by itself, leaving the Au reside on the tail bond area.  

• The substrate material pick up can be reduced, but can not be completely removed by control-

ling the bonding parameters. The lower the impact force, the higher the amount of Ag and Au

pick ups on the Cu tail. Ultrasonic enhanced deformation is accompanied by a larger amount

of pick up than if a process is dominated by impact deformation.

• The amount of Au pick up estimated in the Cu FAB exceeds the typical impurity and dopant

levels in the wire. For Cu wire, the specific effects of the Au pick up must be taken into con-

sideration for thermosonic ball bonding process. 
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• Compared with FABs obtained without pick up, FABs with Au pick up have a lower average

FAB hardness. However, its standard deviation is higher. Therefore, Au pick up in Cu FAB

can lead to more FABs that are exceptionally hard. 
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Chapter 6   Conclusions
Methods of improving the crescent bond quality and the tail bond stability with Cu and

insulated Au wires have been demonstrated. Descriptions of the tail bonding process mechanisms

based on tail breaking force measurement and tail bond imprint studies have been explored. 

 When bonding insulated wire, the insulation layer cracks where the underlying wire is

heavily deformed. Such cracks occur at the contact zone periphery during initial deformation with

a relatively high impact force. In a modified bonding process with a cleaning stage, a combination

of low impact force, ultrasound, and 20 µm shift results in efficient local insulation layer removal.

The removed layer remains on the substrate surface outside the new bonding zone. The cleaning

stage before the basic bonding process improves the insulated Au wire pull force by about 26 %,

bringing it well inside the range obtained with bare wire and the basic process. 

The in-situ online tail breaking force measurement shows that the tail breaking force

strongly depends on the bonding parameter combination. Using plasma cleaning prior to bonding,

the tail breaking stability of the Cu wire process increases significantly. Maximizing PF using the

conventional pull test will not automatically maximize TBF. Process parameter changes that

improve the PF performance can deteriorate the TBF performance. In a case where a process was

optimized using the conventional pull test, an efficient guideline to improve the TBF performance

while maintaining an acceptable PF performance is the reduction of the bonding force parameter. 

Tail bond quality depends on the interfacial bond strength and the deformed wire breaking

strength. With high US or low BF, interfacial bond strength is higher than that with low US or

high BF. Wire breaking strength is dominant with low US or high BF. Wire material (Cu) is dif-

fused into the Ag surface on the tail bond imprint with the peak concentration 8 - 10 µm away
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from the capillary chamfer. The amount of diffused Cu is highest for high US and BF values. The

amount of Cu wire residue increases into the chamfer of the capillary as US increases. Surface

fracture of the Ag diepad extends into the center of the tail bond as US increases. 

The Cu wire tail picks up Ag and Au from the leadframe and the BGA substrate, respec-

tively, during the tail breaking process while the Au wire tail fractures by itself, leaving the Au

residue on the tail bond imprint. The lower the impact force, the higher the amount of Ag and Au

pick up on the Cu tail due to ultrasound enhanced deformation in contrast to impact deformation.

The amount of Au pick up estimated in the Cu FAB exceeds the typical impurity and dopant lev-

els in the wire. Compared with FABs obtained without pick up, FABs with Au pick up have lower

average FAB hardness. However, the standard deviation is higher. Therefore, Au pick up in Cu

FAB can lead to more FABs that are exceptionally hard. This may be a possible reason for spo-

radic underpad damage. 
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